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ABSTRACT

Over the past two decades researchers have stressed the need for the use
of collaborative instructional methods in undergraduate education. Collaboration
and cooperation are becoming important strategies as undergraduate instructional
practices evolve from competitive, teacher-centered models to collaborative,
student-centered models. Cooperative learning focuses on student-student
interdependence, stresses individual accountability, employs 18 distinct steps of
implementation, and fosters she features. Research has shown that cooperative
learning increases student critical thinking, content learning, and positive attitudes
toward seif.
This study assessed the perceptions of faculty and students about the
implementation of cooperative learning in the second year of a curriculum
program at a small university in the upper plains. The specific goals of the study
were to determine the degree of implementation of the 18 essential steps, the six
features, and the areas of student critical thinking, content learning, and attitudes
toward self and learning. The study used student and faculty surveys and
interviews to address seven research questions about implementation.
Most faculty (90%) reported using cooperative learning methods in their
classrooms. Although faculty perceived that cooperative learning instruction had
ix

not changed significantly in their classrooms over the past year, the intensity and
variety had increased. Overall, faculty and students perceived that cooperative
learning is being implemented in many ways. Specifically the faculty and student
respondents reported that instruction had become more student centered with less
lecture and more active learning in the classrooms. Additionally, over 50% of the
faculty reported that they are implementing 15 of the 18 essential steps over 40%
of the time. All respondents used cooperative learning at least once during the
Spring 1994 semester with implementation levels varying. Improved critical
thinking was the highest among the three student outcomes achieved.

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

In the past decade numerous calls for improvement in education at ail
levels have been made. Primary, secondary, and post-secondary education have
all come under scrutiny. In one recommendation for improvement, College: The
Undergraduate Experience. Boyer (1987) identified a lack of commitment to
learning as a major problem at the undergraduate level.
Chickering and Gamson (1987) suggested that the problems with
undergraduate education could be solved through improved teaching. They
summarized years of study on undergraduate teaching in "Seven Principles of
Good Practice in Undergraduate Education." 'Hie article, which has been termed
"an icon for undergraduate reformers" (Marchese & Pollack, 1993), defined good
teaching as that which encourages contact between students and teachers,
develops reciprocity and cooperation among students, uses active learning
techniques, gives prompt feedback, emphasizes time on task, communicates high
expectations, and respects diverse talents and ways of learning.
In another plea for improving undergraduate education through teaching

Thinking in the Classroom (1991) wrote about the need for thoughtful learning
1
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environments, places where students can develop the ability to think critically and
creatively, to solve problems, to exercise judgment, and to learn new skills. Brown
noted that students generally are not encouraged to become engaged learners.
Additionally, Light (1992) expressed concern about teaching and learning in the
Harvard Assessment Seminars. His findings indicated that students who get the
most from college and grow the most academically organize their time to interact
with faculty members or fellow students around substantive academic work. The
goal at Harvard was to "work steadily to enhance student learning, to encourage
and assess innovations in the classroom and to ultimately enrich each student’s
full experience" (p. 5). Angelo (1993) added to the research of Chickering and
Gamson, Brown, and Light in "A Teacher’s Dozen: Fourteen Research-Based
Principles for Improving Higher Learning in the Classroom" and stated that
faculty must know how they and students learn in order to promote more effective
and efficient learning. Angelo called for "higher learning," which he defined as
"an active, interactive process that results in meaningful, long-lasting changes in
knowledge, understanding, behavior, dispositions, appreciation, belief and the like"
(p. 4).
Slate policy-making boards, such as the North Dakota Board of Higher
Education (1989), have expressed concern about college instruction and mandated
change. In Partners for Progress: The Seven Year Plan, student learning is cited
as the ultimate goal of the North Dakota University System:
Faculty, acting individually and collectively, will find ways to
improve the instructional process so that students learn more, learn
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better, and learn more appropriate material. . . students will be
active participants in their own learning, (p. 23)
These reports are but a few which represent the call for improvement in
teaching and learning at the undergraduate level. They all suggested that an
emphasis on student-centered learning, partnerships in the classroom, and
reciprocal relationships between teachers and learners as well as and learners and
learners are essential ingredients for good instruction.
The underlying learning themes that weave the concepts of studentcentered learning, partnerships in the classroom, and reciprocal relationships
between teachers and learners and learners and learners together are
collaboration and cooperation. Collaboration and collaborative learning generally
are considered to be general terms while cooperation and cooperative learning
are considered to be more specific (DeZure, 1994). Jim Cooper (1990) defined
collaborative learning as "a form of instruction in which small groups of students
and/or faculty work together on an academic task" (p. 2). One part of
collaborative learning is cooperative learning which "focuses on structures
designed to ensure student-student interdependence and individual accountability"
(Cooper, 1990, p. 3). The major features of cooperative learning are positive
interdependence, individual accountability, appropriate grouping, students'
interaction, attention to social skills, and teacher as facilitator (Cooper, 1993).
Because collaboration and cooperation are important concepts for instruction
based on the above-mentioned reports, a brief examination of what influences
instructional practices is necessary.
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Traditionally, social and economic influences have helped define
instructional practices because students leave schools and enter the work world.
Long ago, Dewey (1916) stated that the classroom ought to be a microcosm of
democratic society. Classroom life should embody democracy not only in how
students choose and carry out academic projects together but also in how they
learn to relate to one another. The classroom and the work world reflect one
another, and through that reflection, metaphors for instructional practice are
created.
In the 1960s, 1970s, and early 1980s, industrial analogies drove curriculum
and instructional models. Terms like "time on task," "classroom management,"
"cost investment," and "student productivity" were all part of placing students in an
educational version of a work setting where everyone was expected to work at the
same pace through a similar task. Teachers and schools were "held accountable,"
and learning was viewed as secondary to maintaining the work system (Rau &
Heyl, 1990). In this context, teachers were seen as supervisors or managers and
students as line workers. The two teaching and learning characteristics which
dominated this era were competitiveness and individualism. Therefore, teachers
tried to keep students away from each other, and students came to school with the
expectation of being competitive and serving the self (Johnson, Johnson, &
Holubec, 1984; Webb, 1982).
In contrast, during the late 1980s and 1990s organizations moved from the
competitive model to the shared management model. Top-down organizational
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models were replaced by collaborative models where power was shared among the
workers. Schmuck and Schmuck (1985) contended that intersocial tensions and
conflicts of the past decades have forced people to learn not only how to avoid
conflict but also how to handle it constructively and creatively. As a result,
schools have a social responsibility to teach cooperation skills to students. Thus,
instructional practices are evolving from the traditional competitive and individual
models to models of collaboration.
Astin (1993) found in his study of over 25,000 students at more than 200
four-year colleges and universities that interaction among students and interaction
between students and faculty were the most important predictors of positive
change in the students’ academic achievement, personal development, and
satisfaction with college. Specifically, what Astin found was that the factor most
closely related to positive outcomes for students was peer interaction.
Collaboration and cooperation have become important concepts for
instruction. Collaborative learning, and specifically cooperative learning, may be
creating a new paradigm for teaching and learning. Cooperative learning is
rooted in three theoretical perspectives: social, behavioral and cognitive
(McKeachie, 1991). The social perspective focuses on intrinsic motivation
garnered from the interpersonal atmosphere of working in a group. The
behavioral perspective focuses on the assumption that actions are followed by
extrinsic rewards. The cognitive perspective focuses on individuals as they interact
with the group.
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Johnson and Johnson (1974), Johnson, Johnson, and Bryant (1973), Devries
and Edwards (1974), and Slavin (1976) began training elementary and secondary
teachers in cooperative teaching techniques in the late 1960s. This work
accelerated in the 1970s and continues in the 1990s as teachers are trained to be
either instructional engineers or technicians in cooperative learning.
Johnson and Johnson (1993) conducted a meta-analysis of 1,207 studies
comparing the relative efficacy of cooperative, competitive, and individualistic
learning on individual knowledge and proficiency at the college level. They found
that cooperative learning promoted higher individual learning and proficiency
than did competitive or individualistic learning. Dansereau (1983), Johnson and
Johnson (1974, 1983), and Smith (1987) significantly contributed to the
cooperative learning literature. Bligh (1972), Kulick and Kulick (1979), Cox,
Lyons, and Poe (1984), Tjosvold and Field (1984), McDougall and Gimple (1985),
Treisman (1986), Billson (1986), Manera and Glockhammer (1986), Karp and
Yoels (1987), Glass and Putnam (1989), Rau and Heyl (1990), and Barratt (1992)
conducted studies on cooperative learning in the college classroom. In the 1990s
Cooper began v/ide distribution of cooperative learning information to colleges
and universities. The effects of cooperative learning on teacher education have
been studied by Darling-Hammond (1987) and Costello (1988). However, no
attempts have been made to study cooperative learning as a campus-wide
instructional method at a small college. This study examined such a program at a
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small teacher education university, Mayville State University, in Mayville, North
Dakota.
Mayville State University
Mayville State University (MSU), located in Mayville, North Dakota, is a
public higher education institution whose mission is teacher education. The
curriculum offers 14 baccalaureate majors, 26 minors, and 6 associate of arts
degrees. There were 50 faculty, 36 full time, who served 636 undergraduate
students in the spring of 1994. The institution was recently re-accredited (1991)
by the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE), which
requires institutions to develop and adopt a specific knowledge base in order to
gain and maintain accreditation status. As a result, Mayville State University
instituted a program to meet the NCATE requirement. The program’s goals were
outlined in a grant application to fund a new program:
Pre-service teachers should develop the ability to reflect on research
findings, cognitive knowledge, and teaching strategies and practices .
. . should further learn to question, individually and in learning
groups, in the classroom so that they can develop good habits about
becoming good teachers. (Mayville State University, 1991)
'Fite subcommittee on curriculum development of the MSU teacher
education committee was the governing body for the institutional self-study, which
was conducted in accordance with the NCATE standards. The subcommittee
defined three goals which reflected the practice and research findings they felt
were needed to strengthen, improve, and guide the teacher education program at
Mayville State University:
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1. Understanding the importance of and skills necessary for
implementing problem solving and thinking skills;
2„ developing cognitive skills for teaching and learning; and
3. developing positive self-concept, self-esteem, and positive
attitudes. (Mayville State University, 1991, p. 13)
A variety of instructional alternatives for implementing the three goals
were considered, including direct instruction, the case study, the inquiry approach,
reflective research, modeling, protocols, journals, cooperative learning,
simulations, thinking skills, and reflective teaching lessons. The subcommittee
determined t h a t . . the most powerful instructional strategy in terms of positive
research data supporting the goal of the project is cooperrtive learning" (Mayville
State University, 1991, p. 17). Cooperative learning was chosen because it is a
general instructional procedure "specific in terms of guiding facultv and flexible
enough to allow faculty to adapt procedures to accommodate specific students and
academic disciplines" (Mayville State University, 1991, p. 17). Because
cooperative learning strategies can be employed at every level of learning from
kindergarten through graduate studies and can be effective in all academic
disciplines, key personnel at MSU determined it was an appropriate strategy for
the faculty development grant application to the Bush Foundation. Thus, in 1992,
MSU began a three-year Bt«h Foundation grant-funded project, the Reflective
Experiential Teacher Program, Developing and Implementing Instructional
Strategies (DIIS), to improve students’ problem solving and critical thinking skills,
improve students’ cognitive knowledge and skills for academic achievement, and
improve student self-esteem and positive attitudes through the use of cooperative
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learning. Since the beginning of the DIIS program, two three-day campus-wide
faculty training programs have been conducted. In 1992, Barbara Mills from the
University of Maryland conducted the training session, and in 1993, Susan
Prescott from California State University/Dorninquez Hills conducted a three-day
session. Although faculty participation in these cooperative learning training
sessions was mandatory, implementation of the instructional method was
voluntary.
The Need for This Study
Instructional practices in undergraduate education are evolving from
competitive, teacher-centered models to collaborative, student-centered models
(Johnson, Johnson, & Holubek, 1988; McKeachie, 1991; Schmuck & Schmuck,
1985; Webb, 1982). As undergraduate teaching moves from the use of
competitive to collaborative instructional methods, much research is being
conducted to assess the evolution. Boyer (1987) strongly articulated the necessity
for the use of collaborative methodologies in undergraduate education:
If democracy is to be well served, cooperation is essential too. And
the goal of community, which is threaded through this report, is
essentially related to the academic program, and, most especially, to
procedures in the classroom.. . . We urge, therefore, that students
be asked to participate in collaborative projects, that they work
together occasionally on group assignments, with special effort to be
made, through small seminar units within large lecture sections, to
create conditions that cooperation is as essential as competition in
the classroom, (p. 151)
Bean (1985) suggested that peer group influences are as important as
faculty contacts in affecting the undergraduate experience. Darling-Hammond
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(1987) found that one deficiency of undergraduate education was the way teachers
were taught in school:
The real job of teaching is not fashioning accurate lectures that wall
be understood by some students under ideal conditions. It is
figuring out what lots of different students know, how they have
come to understand the world, how they learn, and how they might
be motivated and engaged to develop richer understandings and
keener perceptions of the areas under study, (p. 46)
Without proper models in teacher training, little possibility exists for
developing effective teaching strategies. The new MSU DIIS cooperative learning
model was premised on the belief that preservice teachers have been passive
recipients in most classrooms and so go on to become teachers who expect their
students to be passive recipients. Therefore, a model was needed which would
assure that preservice teachers would develop a capacity for reflecting on
fundamental issues regarding education and instruction. The curriculum model at
MSU was based on findings from researchers such as Darling-Hammond (1987)
and Boyer (1987). The belief supporting the MSU model was that "preservice
teachers should develop the ability to reflect on research findings, cognitive
knowledge and teaching strategies and practices" (Mayviile State University, 1991,
p. 10). Further, preservice teachers should learn to question individually, in
learning groups, and in classrooms so they can develop good habits about
becoming good teachers.
In a review of the literature, numerous studies were found about the
efficacy of cooperative learning instruction at the undergraduate level. To date,
there has been no attempt to incorporate cooperative learning as an instructional
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practice across an entire institution. Such a campus-wiJe effort was undertaken at
MSU, and this effort is worthy of examination to expand the knowledge base
about instruction generally and about cooperative learning in higher education
specifically. As undergraduate instruction evolves from passive to active practices,
this MSU experience may serve as a model for other small colleges. This study
adds to the literature of instructional development by showing the impact of a
campus-wide attempt to assist faculty to learn about, accept, and implement one
institutional practice, cooperative learning. However, unless this program is
studied and its successes and failures documented, it will remain one small
college’s efforts to improve undergraduate education but will have no impact on
teaching and learning at similar institutions.
The Purpose of the Study
This study focused on the second year of the MSU faculty development
program to have faculty incorporate cooperative learning in their instruction.
Specifically, the study assessed the strengths and weaknesses of the program in
terms of its intended outcomes of improved instruction through the use of
cooperative learning strategies and improved student performance in the areas of
critical thinking, content learning, and attitudes toward self and learning.
Research Questions
The study addressed the following research questions:
1.

To what degree have faculty members been implementing cooperative

learning instruction in their classrooms?
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2. What are the levels of that implementation based on the 18 essential
characteristics of cooperative learning?
3. In what ways do faculty members perceive that instruction and learning
have changed over time because of cooperative learning?
4. Do students perceive that cooperative learning instruction has been
implemented in their classrooms?
5. Do students perceive that the faculty has been fostering the. six features
of cooperative learning as identified by Cooper?
6. Do students perceive that they have improved in the areas of critical
thinking, content learning, and attitude toward self and learning as a result of
cooperative learning instruction?
7. How have the attitudes of the faculty and students toward cooperative
learning changed over time?
A combination of quantitative and qualitative research methods were
employed to answer the questions. Faculty and student surveys as well as faculty
and student interviews were used to collect data.
Assumptions
This study was based on the following assumptions:
1.

The faculty members were trained in appropriate cooperative learning

methods through institutional workshops, and they held a common definition of
cooperative learning.
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2. The faculty at Mayvilie State University were incorporating cooperative
learning strategies in their classrooms.
3. The students’ perceptions were an adequate indication of improvement
of critical thinking, content learning, and attitudes toward self and learning.
Delimitations of the Study
The following delimitations were noted for the purposes of this study:
1. All participants in this study were from one small institution, Mayvilie
State University.
2. This study was not an evaluation of individual instructors at Mayvilie
State University but rather an examination of the instructional practice of
cooperative learning.
3. 'This study focused on only the second year of a three-year program at
MSU.
4. The classrooms for student Small Group Instructional Diagnosis
(SGID) interviews were selected by the project co-director; no attempt was made
to ensure that the selected classrooms were representative of all classrooms.
Definitions
The following definitions were used for the purposes of this study:
Appropriate Grouping: A cooperative learning strategy in which three to
five students, as selected by the teacher, arc placed in a group. Students must
stay on task and know that their efforts are important (Cooper, 1990; Johnson,
Johnson, & Holubek, 1988).
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Attention to Social Skills: A cooperative learning strategy in which group
processing should be used to assess that each member is using effective small
group skills such as active listening, making equal contributions to the group to
solve a task, and respecting others (Johnson, Johnson, & Holubek, 1988).
Collaborative Learning: A general form of instruction in which small
groups of students and/or faculty work together on an academic task (Cooper,
1990, p. 5).
Content Learning: Students improve their learning by moving from passive
to active participation in the classroom. Students learn the subject more deeply
and get more involved with the material and content (Mayville State University,
1991) .
Cooperative Learning: A specific type of collaborative learning in which
structures are designed to ensure positive interdependence, individual
accountability, appropriate grouping of students, student interaction, attention to
social skills, and teacher as facilitator (Cooper, 1990 p. 3).
Critical Thinking: Students think more deeply and are more tolerant and
open-minded to divergent points of view (Cooper, 1993; Facione & Facione,
1992) .
Individual Accountability: A cooperative learning strategy in which
students are assessed individually. Group grades are discouraged. 'Hie goal is to
have the students feel stronger as learners while being accountable to themselves
and the group (Cooper, 1990; Johnson, Johnson, & Holubek, 1988).
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Jigsaw: Students are assigned to heterogeneous teams, and each member
is given a unique set of information on an overall unit. The students read their
information and then discuss it in "expert groups" comprised of students from
different teams who have the same information. The "experts" return to their
teams to teach the information to their teammates. Finally, all students are
quizzed, and students receive individual grades (Venema, 1990).
Positive Interdependence: A cooperative learning strategy in which
structures are built into teaching to assure that students within the learning
groups develop a sense of responsibility for each other’s learning. Specific roles
are assigned to group members, and members should know that group success
depends upon their efforts and that they are all responsible to each other
(Cooper, 1990; Johnson, Johnson, & Holubek, 1988).
The Reflective Experiential Teacher Program. Developing and
Implementing Instructional Strategies (PUS): The name of the Mayville State
University project funded by the Bush Foundation. The program’s main goal was
to implement cooperative learning instruction campus wide to improve students’
critical thinking, content learning, and attitudes toward self and learning (Mayville
State University, 1991).
Small Group Instructional DiaRnosisJSG_JD): A procedure where a
consultant meets with students in classrooms in the absence of the teacher. The
students form small groups and come to consensus on three areas; strengths of
the class, areas to change, and ways of making suggested changes with regard to
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iastruction. The groups then report their responses to the entire class, and
consensus from those group findings is created for a total class profile. The
consultant meets with the teacher as soon as possible after the classroom meeting
and provides a profile of the findings (Clark, 1984).
Student Interaction: A cooperative learning activity in which students
are encouraged to offer suggestions and express support to their groups. The
room arrangement should allow groups to work effectively (Cooper, 1990).
Student Teams-Achievement Divisions (STAD): The teacher presents a
lesson and then student teams of four study worksheets, followed by individual
quizzes. Each team receives a group score based on those quiz grades (Venema,
1990).
Teacher as Facilitator: A cooperative learning strategy in which the
teacher ceases to be the predominant dispenser of information and becomes the
facilitator, structuring learning assignments for the groups but checking frequently
with the groups to assess their progress (Cooper, 1990).
Teams-Games-Tournament (TG'O; The same as STAD except that it
replaces the quizzes with a system of academic game tournaments in which
students from each team compete with students from other teams of the same
level to try to contribute to their team scores (Venema, 1990).
Organization of Study
This chapter has been a discussion of the development of this study at a
small university in North Dakota. The evolution of undergraduate teaching from
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passive to collaborative models was examined, and a brief introduction and history
of cooperative learning in undergraduate instruction was developed. The
background for the site of the study, Mayville State University was described
followed by the need and purpose of the study. Assumptions, delimitations, and
definitions relevant to this study were also included in this chapter. The next
chapter reviews the literature on college teaching, faculty development, and
cooperative learning. Chapter III describes the procedures and methodologies
used for gathering data. Chapter IV presents the results of the study. Chapter V
follows with the conclusions and recommendations.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

The literature review is divided into four sections. The first section is a
discussion of the renewed interest in college teaching; the second section is a
review of faculty development at the college level; the third section is a summary
of the history of collaborative and cooperative learning; and the fourth section is
an examination of research in the areas of improved critical thinking, content
learning, and attitude toward self and learning in college students as a result of
cooperative learning instruction.
Renewed Interest in College Teaching
Boyer (1987), Chickering and Gamson (1987), Brown (1991), and Light
(1992) suggested that the renewed interest in undergraduate education focuses on
collaboration and active teaching and learning. Additional reasons for the
renewed interest in college teaching include the growth of the nontraditional
student population, with more women, minorities, and older students entering the
college classroom, the student-as-consumer movement, the accountability
movement, and the quest for quality. Although these are good reasons for
improving college teaching, Davis (1993) argued that three major societal changes
dra .!ieaily altered the context in which p r o u
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First, the role of knowledge in society today is vastly more important
than ever before, and knowledge is conveyed, analyzed, criticized
and re-examined through effective teaching. A second societal
change which makes the improvement of teaching urgent today is
the need for human understanding in the shrinking world,
sometimes referred to as the global village. A third societal change
is that nobody knows what to think. The intellectual activity of the
modern university, with its fragmented and specialized approaches
to the generation of knowledge, contributes to this confusion. For
every theory or interpretation that scholars construct, another
scholar is waiting to deconstruct it. (pp. 16-18)
Davis noted that in this confusing landscape for teachers and learners, the
concepts, values, and activities which give real meaning to life are difficult to find.
Boyer (1987) and Light (1992) indicated that landscape will surely require better
instruction.
Among the calls for instructional reform in higher education are studies
from the National Institute of Education (1984) and the Association of American
Colleges (1985). These reports have noted that, as society becomes more
dependent on knowledge, more globalized, and more permeated with a sense of
anomie, higher education and professors are called upon to produce students who
can cope more successfully in today’s world. Since the mid-seventies, research
studies investigating teaching and learning have yielded a number of valuable
insights. Although the studies vary widely in their quality, content, and scope, the
major findings consistently reflect two major themes.
'Flie first major theme is that despite the influence of factors such as
students’ background and previous learning experiences, which lie beyond the
control of professors and instructors, the quality of teaching has a very strong
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effect on student learning. The second major theme is that college students who
have successful learning experiences persist in their learning and are far more
likely to complete courses and programs in which they enroll. Furthermore,
students feel better about themselves, about their ability to learn, and are far
more confident in future learning situations (Astin, 1993; Boyer, 1987; Ellner &
Barnes, 1983; Graham, 1992; Levinson-Rose & Menges, 1981; McKeachie &
Kukick, 1975; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991).
Although these two major themes may seem rather simple, they offer some
compelling notions about the potential of higher education. Guslcey (1988) stated,
"College teachers can affect not only how well their students learn and what they
achieve, but also how they feel about learning and about themselves as learners"
(p. 4). He further stated the following:
These aspects cost very little to change in terms of a professor’s
time or effort, but can significantly increase the proportion of
students who reach high learning standards, are motivated for
further learning, and complete courses and programs in a reasonable
time period. . . . Professors and instructors can become much more
effective in their teaching and can do so without dramatic revision
in their teaching techniques or instructional repertoire (Guskey,
1988, p. 6)
A number of books about how to improve college teaching have been
published. Some of the books offer subjective, personal reflections, and
observations:
The teacher’s prime responsibility may well be to reduce his or her
importance to help learners arrive at their own freedom to learn.
. . . Learning and teaching are constantly interchanging activities.
One learns by teaching; one cannot teach except, by constantly
learning. (Eble, 1983, p. 9)
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Palmer (1993) called for a "community of truth" in instruction, which he defined
as a combination of "knowing, teaching and learning" (p. 3). Gaff (1991)
suggested a prescription for the implementation of good instruction:
Adopting the model of teacher-scholar, inquiring into the teaching
learning process, and providing positive assistance to faculty
members to enhance their pedagogy are all ways of taking teaching
seriously and securing stronger support for effective instruction.
(p. 165)
From the work of Eble, Palmer, and Gaff, educators learned that the teaching
process can be altered with relative ease and yet it can be very powerful in
helping build successful learning experiences. In a study to examine effective
teaching at urban community colleges, Guskey and Easton (1983) found one
noteworthy feature about effective teaching. In the interviews of 30 faculty
members who teach introductory courses, the researchers found a strong
consistency:
The striking feature is that the commonalities shared by these highly
effective teachers is that all teaching behaviors and instructional
practices, not personal characteristics of the individuals are what is
most important. . . . What they share is primarily what they do ?>'-■
teachers, rather than what they are like as individuals, (p. 267)
Guskey and Easton (1983) offered four implications for instructional
practice. First, planning and organization are fundamental. The extra time to
outline a course, describe course objectives, and establish a priori the specific
standards used to evaluate students’ learning appears to be a major contribution
in teaching success. Second, it is important for teachers to treat students with
respect and positive regard. Third, students’ involvement and active participation
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in instruction are extremely important to learning. Finally, providing students
with regular and specific feedback on their learning is essential.
College teachers need support, guidance, and assistance in developing new
teaching strategies. Faculty development is one option for offering that support,
guidance, and assistance. The next section offers an overview of faculty
development by tracing its evolution, examining recent research, and finally
considering the benefits that faculty members gain from faculty development.
Faculty Development
The sabbatical leave is the oldest form of faculty development. Begun at
Harvard University in 1810 (Blackburn, Pellino, Boberg, & O’Connell, 1980),
sabbatical leaves were granted to faculty members so that they might renew their
competence and refine their academic skills. Later, financial assistance was
granted to faculty members so that they might attend professional meetings. Both
sabbatical leaves and financial support for professional meetings were granted to
support research activities. Neither was designed to support pedagogical skills. In
fact, "Support for efforts designed to improve the quality of college teaching, for
the most part, has been largely ignored" (Guskey, 1988, p. 122). There are
numerous reasons for this emphasis on research over teaching.
Historically, the primary concern of college teaching has been in the
discipline area. Most faculty members tend to think of themselves as
professionals in their disciplines but not as professional teachers. Their positions
were attained because of their research and scholarly expertise in a particular
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academic discipline, not because of their pedagogical talents. Light (1992)
pointed out that college teaching tends to be a profession in which only secondary
attention is given to teaching itself.
Advancement in the academic ranks has been traditionally associated with
research and the scholarly activities tied to that research. The publish-or-perish
syndrome is not active on all campuses, but many faculty members still view their
research and scholarly activities as essential to success and survival in the
academic setting. Instances where winners of outstanding teaching awards have
been denied promotion are rather commonplace, but successful researchers are
rarely turned down for tenure and promotion (Guskey, 1988, p. 123).
Institutions receive much attention when their faculty members gain
prominence through their research. Most research projects are financed through
external funding agencies such as federal or state governments, private
foundations, and businesses. Faculty members who garner dollars for their
institutions through research grants are very important to their institutions,
especially in financially tough times. There is some evidence that good
researchers tend to make good teachers (Centra, 1979), but this relationship is
certainly not causal (Centra, 1979). Becoming a better researcher does not
necessarily mean that one will become a better teacher.
Since the early 1980s, the university community has placed a major
emphasis on ways in which faculty members, some of whom view their primary
role as researcher, might be developed as better teachers. Yet, when these
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programs were assessed, over-all conclusions showed that they had limited impact
on improving instruction and that they were not highly regarded by the faculty
members who had been participants (Levison-Rose & Menges, 1981, Eble &
McKeachie, 1985, Blackburn & Lawrence, 1985).
This interest in faculty development for the improvement of classroom
teaching has been spurred by a body of research on the conditions under which
these types of programs are effective and succeed in helping faculty members
improve the quality of their teaching. Guskey (1988) discussed those factors:
First, a decline in the growth of postsecondary education at the time
resulted in decreased faculty mobility. Colleges and universities
could no longer depend on new staff members with new ideas and
new vigor to keep them vital. Similarly, faculty members had fewer
opportunities to broaden their perspectives simply by changing jobs.
In addition there was growing criticism expressed by students,
parents, and legislators about the quality of college instruction.
Students began to express their dissatisfaction through course
evaluations, and demanded that teaching quality be given more
weight in evaluations of faculty members’ performance. . . . As a
result a number of colleges and universities undertook the task of
developing instructional improvement programs, (pp. 123-124)
Effective faculty development programs in pedagogy typically share four
general characteristics:
1.

Balance of faculty and administration is the key to the involvement of

both groups who work together in planning programs for staff development. There
must be collaboration in the process in order for it to work (Ging & Blackburn,
1986; McKeachie & Eble, 1985).
Change is seen as a gradual process that requires strong administrative
support. Change can engender anxiety, and so it is imperative to create
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compatibility of innovation. Compatibility of innovation refers to choosing
innovations that are in line with the faculty members’ current practices (Ging &
Blackburn, 1986; McKeachie & Eble, 1985).
3. Faculty members must receive feedback on the results of their efforts. If
new practices are to be sustained and changes are to endure, faculty members
must receive regular feedback on the effects of these changes, especially student
learning (Guskey, 1988; McKeachie & Eble, 1985).
4. Faculty members must receive continued support and participate in
follow-up activities. Few faculty members can move from a faculty development
program directly into the classroom and begin implementing new practices or a
redundant innovation with success. In most cases, some time and experimentation
are necessary for those faculty members to fit the new practices to their unique
teaching situation (Berman & McLaughlin, 1976; Joyce & Showers, 1980).
If a new program or innovation is to be implemented well, it must become
a natural part of a faculty member’s repertoire of teaching skills. Improving
teaching requires faculty members to change what they do, and the change
requires the support of their colleagues. Katz (1985) found that the frequency of
communication with colleagues about instructional matters was the most highly
predictive measure of faculty members’ use of new innovations. Research
indicates that when student feedback is paired with other forms of consultation
feedback, the effects can be powerful (Menges & Birinko, 1986). An example of
how colleagues supported each other was cited by Katz (1985). In a program
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operating successfully at several institutions, two faculty members of equal status
and equal expertise worked together as a team. One visited the classes of the
other, observed the teaching, and interviewed students to gather data on their
impressions and understandings. The colleagues met to share perspectives of the
class. In a subsequent semester, roles were reversed. Hence, important feedback
and supportive companionship were shared (Katz, 1985).
Faculty participation can be difficult to achieve if the faculty development
program is perceived to be corrective or remedial. Therefore, the best or most
successful teachers on a campus must be involved in the early stages of
implementation. Mandating participation is also a death sentence for faculty
development programs. Ways to increase involvement and cooperation among
faculty members must be found. Boice (1986) outlined a process of using a small
team of chairpersons or middle-aged faculty members to serve as field developers:
These individuals were highly effective in gaining broad-based
participation in staff development activities, primarily because they
could easily establish rapoort with colleagues and didn’t wait for
faculty to come to them. (p. 117)
These field developers initiated dialogue with the faculty, particularly those who
hod isolated themselves. They then created nonthreatening ways to involve a
minimum amount of cooperation from these colleagues. They dealt with mistrust
and resistance issues as they arose, moved at a gradual pace, and negotiated
broader involvement. Finally, the field developers moved to involve their faculty
colleagues in implementing meaningful change and facing the practical problems
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involved in such implementations. This type of process introduced faculty to
opportunities for growth, renewal, and reward without creating fear and isolation.
College teachers have a very powerful and important influence on the
students they teach. Yet, very little in their professional preparation has helped
them to understand that influence or how it can be best and most meaningfully
ustd. "Above all else, college faculty development programs should be designed
to help faculty members gain that understanding" (Guskey, 1988, p. 132).
One recent example of a faculty development program is "The Reflective
Experiential Teacher Program: Developing and Implementing Instructional
Programs" (DIIS Project) at Mayville State University in North Dakota. The basic
aim of this project was to educate all faculty members in the teaching strategy of
cooperative learning. 'Hie next section examines the history of and general
research about cooperative learning.
Cooperative Learning
No discussion of cooperative learning is complete without first putting it
into the context of collaboration. The interest in collaboration is great in the
1990s. Following is a definition of collaborative learning:
Collaborative learning is an umbrella term for a variety of
educational approaches involving joint intellectual effort by students
or students and teachers together. They search for solutions and
meanings or create a product together. Collaborative learning
reforms education by transforming expectations. Students move
from being passive recipients of information given by an expert
teacher to active agents in the construction of knowledge. Teachers
move from center stage as tne transmitter of knowledge to the
designer of intellectual experiences for students. The teacher serves
as coach in the process of discovery.. . . Collaborative learning is
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based on several assumptions. Learning is a social act. Knowledge
is socially constructed. And learning comes when students engage in
the construction of knowledge in collaboration with a community of
knowledgeable peers. (DeZure, 1994, p. 4)
Collaborative learning is deeply rooted in experiential learning and
student-centered instruction. Piaget (1973) focused on cognitive development as
an individual process while Dewey (1916) and Vygotsky (1978) were convinced
that learning was fundamentally social in nature. The common quest for Piaget,
Dewey, and Vygotsky was understanding how teachers can help students learn to
deal with the tension between their prior knowledge and what is newly presented
to them. These researchers advocated experiential learning and stressed that it
was critical for teachers not to transmit just content but also to "create a context
where learners can discover on their own and successfully reconstruct their
understanding of the world around them" (DeZure, 1994, p. 6).
Collaborative learning is also rooted in social psychology focusing on small
group theory. In the 1940s Lewin and Duetsch applied small group theory to
social interaction skills and learning in the context of team activities in v/orkplaces
and communities throughout the nation. Writings explaining the complex field
theory of Lewin and his students include papers dealing with various aspects of
group dynamics with adults, many of which presage the effectiveness of
collaborative learning strategies. Lewin (1948) wrote that "the essence of a group
is not the similarity or dissimilarity of its members, but their interdependence"
(p. 17). Deutsch (1949) indicated that the interdependence is that of promotive
or cooperative interdependence rather than, for example, competitive
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interdependence. He explained the difference between cooperation and
competition:
The crux of the differences between cooperation and competition
lies in the nature of the way goals of the participants in each of the
situations are linked. In a cooperative situation the goals are so
linked that everyone sinks or swims together, while in the
competitive situation, if one swims, the others must sink. (p. 129)
Cooperative learning is a specific type of collaborative learning and is
among the most structured of these approaches (DeZure, 1994). Johnson,
Johnson, and Holubec (1988) based their definition of cooperative learning upon
the idea that cooperation among heterogeneous groups of students will lead to
improved student achievement, positive interdependence, face-to-face interaction,
individual accountability, group processing, and social skill development. Slavin’s
(1989) approach was similar and based upon the idea that cooperation among
heterogeneous groups of students would lead to improved student achievement,
positive interdependence, interaction, and individual accountability. Cooper’s
(1990) definition of cooperative learning was used for this study:
A structured, systematic instructional strategy in which small groups
work together to produce a common product. The six features of
cooperative learning are positive interdependence, individual
accountability, appropriate grouping, student interaction, attention to
social skills, and teacher as facilitator. (Cooper, 1990, p. 12)
In the mid-1960s Johnson and Johnson began training elementary,
secondary and college teachers in how to use cooperative learning. In the early
1970s DeVries and Edwards (1974) developed the Teams-Games-Tournaments
(TGT) technique, and Sharan (1980) developed cooperative learning procedures
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for elementary school students. Slavin (1980, 1983, 1990) extended the work of
DeVries and Edwards by producing modifications of TGT, Students-TeamAchievement Divisions, and the Jigsaw Procedure for elementary students. Cohen
(1986) and Kagan (1988) developed a cooperative learning procedure for
elementary school students.
In the 1970s the development of cooperative learning procedures for
elementary and secondary schools was highlighted by two different approaches.
These approaches can be viewed on a continuum with direct approaches at one
end and conceptual approaches at the other. Direct approaches emphasize the
training of instructors in how to use a specific lesson, activity, or structure in a
fixed sequence. As Johnson and Johnson (1993) noted, "Instructors can be trained
either as instructional engineers or technicians" (p. 8). Conceptual approaches
emphasize the training of instructors in an understanding of the philosophy of
cooperative learning so they can take any lesson in any curriculum and structure it
cooperatively.
In the conceptual approach (Johnson, Johnson, & Smith, 1986), college
faculty may use a combination of formal and informal groups and cooperative
base groups. Formal cooperative learning groups last from one class period to
several weeks. In this setting, students work together to ensure that they and their
groupmates have successfully completed the learning task assigned. Informal
cooperative learning groups are ad hoc groups that last from a few minutes to one
class period. The authors noted the following:
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During a lecture, demonstration, or film, quick, informal cooperative
learning groupings are used to focus student attention on the
material to be learned, set a mood conducive to learning, help set
expectations as to what will be covered in a class session, ensure
that students cognitively process the material being taught. (Johnson,
Johnson, & Smith, 1986, p. 8)
Cooperative base groups are long-term, heterogenous groups with stable
membership in which members give each other support, encouragement, and
assistance that each needs to succeed in an academic situation. Such groups
provide students with permanent, long-term, committed relationships.
In the 1980s cooperative learning increased at the college level. Dansereau
(1983) developed and researched a number of cooperative learmng procedures.
Johnson and Johnson (1987) reviewed the research on adults and began work
developing an instructional system for college classes. Smith (1987) applied
cooperative learning to engineering education, and Cooper (1990) and his
colleagues began developing and distributing practical applications of cooperative
learning for college faculty. Bligh (1972), Kulick and Kulick (1979), Cox, Lyons,
and Poe (1984), Tjosvold and Field (1984), McDougall and Gimple (1985),
Treisman (1986), Billson (1986), Manera and Glockhammer (1986), Karp and
Yoels (1987), Glass and Putnam (1989), and Rau and Heyl (1990) contributed to
the research and practice of cooperative learning in college classrooms. Their
findings generally indicated that cooperative learning promotes academic
achievement in the college classroom. Cuseo (1991) generated a compelling case
for using cooperative learning in the college classroom by citing nine advantages:
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1. Cooperative learning promotes higher level thinking skills;
2. It promotes learning and academic achievement;
3. It increases retention (persistence to course and program
completion);
4. It enhances satisfaction with the learning experience and
promotes positive attitudes toward the subject matter;
5. It accommodates for different learning styles;
6. It helps develop skills of self-expression and oral communication;
7. It helps develop social or human relation skills;
8. It promotes positive self-esteem; and
9. It promotes positive race relations, (pp. 1-8)
Still more evidence of the use of cooperative learning in the college
classroom was gathered by Johnson and Johnson (1993), who did a meta-analysis
of 1,207 studies using effect size to describe the relative advantage of cooperative
learning over other forms of instruction. Effect sizes of about .20 are considered
"small" treatment effects, and .50 are "medium" effects (Johnson & Johnson,
1993). The researchers found that in all effect-sizes comparisons of cooperative
learning instruction produced higher performance levels than did competitive or
individualistic efforts;
Cooperative learning promoted higher individual knowledge and
proficiency than did individualistic or competitive efforts with effect
sizes of 0.54 and 0.51 respectively. When only the methodologically
high quality standards were included, cooperative learning still
promoted greater individual achievement with effect sizes of 0.61
and 0.35 respectively. These results held for tasks that required
verbal skills to complete, such as reading, writing, and oral
presentations; mathematical skills to complete; or procedural skills
to present, such as swimming, golf, or tennis. Cooperative learning
also promoted greater interpersonal attraction among students than
did individual or competitive efforts with effect sizes of 0.68 and
0.55 respectively; higher self-esteem than did competitive or
individualistic efforts, with effect sizes of 0.47 and 0.29 respectively.
(p. 7)
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As noted by the Johnson and Johnson (1993) meta-analysis, hundreds of studies
have been conducted on cooperative learning in the college classroom. The
present study focused on how college students improve critical thinking, content
learning, and attitudes toward self and learning because of cooperative learning.
The next three sections review the exemplary literature in those areas.
Cooperative Learning Studies in Critical Thinking
Recently there has been criticism of the college classroom for its failure to
involve students actively in the learning experience (Association of American
Colleges, 1985; Bok, 1886; Boyer, 1987; Katz & Henry, 1988; National Institute of
Education, 1984). Bok, the former president of Harvard, discussed the need for
change in college instruction:
In the colleges the most apparent need is to change the emphasis of
instruction away from transmitting fixed bodies of information
toward preparing students to engage in a continuing acquisition of
knowledge and understanding. . . . It is time, therefore, to think
seriously about multiplying the opportunities for students to reason
carefully about challenging problems under careful supervision.
Such an effort will presumably call for greater emphasis on
promoting active discussion in class. (1986, p. 165)
Observational studies of teacher-student behavior in college classrooms
have revealed that, even when college instructors attempt to solicit student
participation during lectures via questioning, such attempts elicit student responses
only 50% of the time (Barnes, 1980). In addition, close to two-thirds of all
teacher-posed questions call for responses involving rote memory rather than
higher-order thinking skills (Barries, 1983). Other research indicated that when
teachers manage to obtain active student participation, a small minority of
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students dominate. Karp and Yoels (1987) reported that in classes of fev/er than
40 students, 4-5 students account for 75% of all interactions, and in classes with
more than 40 students, 2-3 students account for over half of the exchanges. These
researchers found that students themselves were acutely aware of this
phenomenon because 94% of those surveyed agreed with the statement, "In most
of my classes, there are a small number of students who do most of the talking."
Cooperative learning strategies may provide an antidote to these findings
by enabling all students to become more involved with their course material and
with each other as they actively work in small groups. Several studies support this
idea. In his review of 100 studies at the college level over a 50-year period, Bligh
(1972) provided evidence of the importance of active involvement in learning. He
found that students who become involved in active discussion of their ideas with
other students are more likely to stay "on task" in class and spend more time
synthesizing and integrating concepts than are students who listen to lectures. "All
these comparisons are statistically significant and suggest during discussion
students are more attentive, active and thoughtful than during lectures" (p. 33).
Kulick and Kulick (1979) also conducted a comprehensive review of
research literature designed to assess the effectiveness of different college
teaching strategies and found that students’ discussion groups were significantly
more effective than the traditional lecture method for promoting students’
problem-solving abilities. Smith (1977, 1984) observed college classes in a variety
of disciplines and found that student-student interaction is positively related to
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critical thinking outcomes as well as higher-level study habits. McKeachie (1986)
reviewed the literature on college teaching methods and discovered that students
are more likely to acquire critical thinking skills and meta-cognitive learning
strategies (e.g., self-monitoring skills and leaming-how-to-learn skills) from other
students with whom they have interacted in group settings rather than when
listening to lectures individually. McKeachie concluded:
Our survey of teaching methods suggest t hat. . . if we want students
to become more effective in meaningful learning and thinking, they
need to spend more time in active, meaningful learning and
thinking--not just sitting and passively receiving information. (1986,
p. 77)
In a study where the results indicated that outcomes from cooperative
learning experiences are not uniform, O’Donnell et al. (1987) found that
cooperative learning was more effective than individual learning when the
researchers measured the effects of cooperative learning scripts on the cognitive,
social/affective, and metacognitive outcomes. Ninety-three participants completed
a two-session experiment where they were assigned to dyads with or without
scripts or to a group of individuals. Participants studied the initial task in these
conditions and then were assigned to new partners for the second task when they
worked together in dyads without scripts. They completed subjective graphs for
both tasks. The participants in dyads recalled more than did individuals.
Participants low in public self-consciousness recalled more than did participants
high in public self-consciousness, and they recalled information more accurately.
The authors noted, "Manipulations of cooperative learning experiences were
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effective in producing uniform performance outcomes, but resulted in different
outcomes on social/affective and metacognitive measures" (p. 437).
Numerous studies on pre-service teachers have been conducted. Glass and
Putnam (1989) asked students in a teacher education program to evaluate their
own learning and performance during cooperative learning activities. Four
strategies were used with these students: (a) jigsaw, where students were
dependent on each other for important information; (b) informal resource groups,
where students were asked to review a critical point, check their understanding,
discuss an application, or practice in a small group setting; (c) study teams where
the group cooperated in mastery of key concepts and critical information which
was tested in some way; and (d) group projects where topic teams and individuals
presented papers or demonstrations. The findings from a 15-question survey used
with two undergraduate classes and one graduate class indicated that cooperative
learning promoted group participation and other collegial skills. Further findings
suggested that cooperative learning fostered "more critical thinking, greater
opportunities to review information and get help, less confusion and frustration,
and perceptions of being more intellectually challenged in cooperative versus
lecture-discussion activities" (p. 52).
In a discussion about cooperative learning with pre-service teachers,
Johnson and Johnson (1986) noted the following:
Modelling the cooperative structure in the teacher education
program in a careful way not only gives students a deeper
understanding of the strategies, but aiso makes a statement about
building bridges from research to practice, (p. 25)
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In another study, the same authors (1987) postulated that "professional
competence is not achieved in isolation from one’s peers; it is attained and
maintained in cooperative interactions with colleagues" (p. 16). They proposed a
model of procedural learning in education through "collegial support groups who
have the goal of improving each other’s professional competence and ensuring
each other’s professional growth" (p. 2). The data from their meta-analysis of the
research comparing relative effectiveness of cooperative, competitive, and
individualistic efforts led them to conceptualize a model for positive long-term
support and assistance utilizing the critical features of cooperative learning.
Bruffee (1985) wrote that by challenging the traditional view of teacher’s
authority, cooperative learning helped students prepare for effective
interdependence.
Many cooperative learning studies have been conducted in a number of
content areas in the college curriculum. Tjsvold and Field (1984) studied the
effect of concurrence, controversy, and consensus on decision-making within small
groups of business administration undergraduates. Of the three conditions,
controversy was found to elicit more curiosity and conceptual conflict about a
problem, concurrence to create a feeling of cooperation within the group even
though the decision had not been studied in depth, and consensus to evoke a
sense of confidence about their decisions, "even though observations indicted that
they had not examined the issue carefully" (p. 361). The results of the study
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suggested that structured controversy in small group settings should be studied as
a way to facilitate exploration of problems.
In order to study the effects of controversy and concurrence-seeking in
cooperative learning groups, Smith (1984) examined the oral interaction among
groups in an engineering class when the group examined a controversial issue and
when they moved toward concurrence. They found that more of the orai
interactions were elaborative in the controversy condition, whereas more were
informative in the concurrence-seeking condition. Similar findings were found in
public speaking courses. McDougall and Girnple (1985) worked with 80 students
enrolled in three lower division speech courses at a community college. They
found through a questionnaire that students believed cooperative learning
techniques more advantageous than traditional methods for improving thinking
and that the cooperative environment was more conducive to student satisfaction
and productivity than was competition.
One year later, Johnson, Johnson, and Smith (1986) found that cooperative
learning conditions allowed for successful structured controversy, fostering high
productivity and positive attitudes. Five conditions in cooperative learning groups
allowed academic controversy to operate in a beneficial way:
The goal structure within which the controversy occurs; the
heterogeneity of students; the amount of relevant information
distributed among students; the ability of students to disagree with
each other without creating defensiveness; and the ability of students
to engage in rational argument were five conditions for academic
controversy, (p. 217)
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These studies show that thinking skills can be improved when cooperative
learning strategies are used in the college classroom. In the next section, the
literature on cooperative learning as it applies to content learning is reviewed.
Cooperative Learning Studies In Content Learning
Many studies have found that cooperative learning pro*'

’res are more

effective than traditional instructional methods involving indiviou^d or competitive
procedures for promoting students’ learning of content and achievement.
Dansereau (1983) conducted research on a sample of over 200 students and found
that cooperative learning arrangements (i.e., small, heterogenous groups of 4-6
students working on common learning tasks) were consistently more effective than
individual learning methods for promoting retention of course material. Frierson
(1986) found that nursing students scored higher on a state board exam when they
were instructed to engage in cooperative learning and studying. Treisman (1986)
studied the effect of instruction on math or science majors at Berkeley and found
that students participating in his cooperatively taught tutorial sessions received a
mean grade of 2.6 in freshman calculus, whereas a comparable group, not
attending these sessions, had a 1.5 mean grade.
In a study to test the viability of cooperative learning in college writing
classes, Barratt (1992) noted that learning to write is difficult because it involves
learning new vocabulary well enough to write it. It also involves understanding
with little or no feedback. She paired students together to write joint reports.
Barratt found that although cooperative learning improved their writing, it is but
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that one viable option for the teaching of writing. In a study examining
cooperative learning communication aids, Patterson et al. (1992) looked at college
students as they participated in a study of communication aids where one-half
studied with a communication aid and one-half studied a text. Students who were
interacting with a communication aid performed better in their cooperative
learning tasks than those who were not. Cooperative interactions were influenced
by and composed of a number of interrelated factors, and the authors concluded
that "these results indicate that communication aids and communication strategies
mediate cooperative activities" (p. 460). Thus, such aids help the cooperative
learning process.
Transferring cooperative learning theory into practice with preservice
teachers was the focus of a study by Manera and Glockhammer (1989). They
developed an initial course in the teachers’ certification program for graduate
students at a state university. The course emphasized cooperative learning
strategies and was designed to introduce the graduates to the "world of teaching"
strategies. They found the following after students were introduced to effective
cooperative learning strategies:
The culminating activity was to determine the students’ ability to
translate understanding of the research recommendations into
effective practice using a cooperative learning simulation model.
The result of using the model indicated that the students had
learned to translate theory into practice. They demonstrated their
ownership of the concept when they successfully decided how to
deal with each of the practical situations, (p. 56)
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Often teachers are hesitant to try new teaching and learning methods. Rau
and Heyl (1990) tried to quell the fears of those who hesitate to use cooperative
learning groups to facilitate learning during scheduled class periods. They
presented strategies and procedures for using cooperative learning in college
classrooms by showing the teachers how to keep groups on task and how to
reduce the number of students who either dominate or isolate themselves in their
groups. They found that after examining test data, interaction preferences, and
written evaluations that students do better on tests after discussing the material in
groups, that connections to classmates increase significantly, and that the great
majority of students laud the use of cooperative learning. Rau and Heyl (1990)
reported the following:
Cooperative learning strategies allow students to move away from
the passive and sometimes hostile dependence on a remote
authority figure toward the assumption of the rights and
responsibilities of citizenship in intellectual communities which they
helped create and which they call their own. (p. 154)
In summary, cooperative learning promotes learning in the college
classroom. The next section examines how cooperative learning affects student
attitudes about themselves and tbe learning.
Cooperative Learning Studies of Attitudes Toward Self and Learning
Survey research indicates that the development of college students’
attitudes, specifically human relations and interpersonal communication, is
perceived by employers and faculty members in a variety of disciplines to be an
important career-related, liberal arts quality (Breen, 1981). This quality seems
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particularly relevant today as the American workforce moves from emphasis on
the independent individual entrepreneur to the interdependent organizational
team. Cooperative learning arrangements allow individual students to work with
others on a shared task in pursuit of a common goal. These arrangements may
help students develop human relations’ skills such as active listening, empathy,
consensus building, leadership, and conflict management and resolution. The
importance of modifying traditional instructional techniques to provide college
students with the opportunity to develop cooperation is underscored by a report
on higher education by the Association of American Colleges:
Recent descriptions of college students have berated their selfcenteredness and even narcissism. Yet our educational institutions
encourage many campus practices that make learning a private
activity. (Katz & Henry, 1988, p. 35)
Cooperative learning instills students with the confidence they need to act
on their own knowledge, to articulate their viewpoints, and to assume control of
their own learning. All of these factors are more likely to develop within the
context of a supportive, nonthreatening peer group. Furthermore, the opportunity
to help others learn may also serve to enhance students’ sense of self-efficacy and
self-worth.
In a teacher training program at the University of Southwestern Louisiana,
Cox, Lyons, and Poe (1984) implemented learning groups in their combined
reading/practicum course. The instructors reported overall student achievement,
in terms of higher grades, increased in this class compared to that of other classes.
They also noted a more positive attitude toward the class and its content than had
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been observed in the past. In another study of pre-service teachers, Cook (1989)
found that those who used cooperative learning strategies reported promotion of
positive attitudes and an ability to transfer the strategies to students’ own
classrooms.

In a similar study, Venema (1990) investigated 174 elementary

education majors to see if different learning styles of instruction and modes of
learning had an effect on the cognitive or affective domain. Autocratic and
democratic teaching methods were examined. Students were given achievement
and self-esteem pretests. After the six-week treatment, all students received the
achievement and self-learned material. Interdependence promoted greater peer
and instructor support. Goal interdependence promoted more task and
maintenance interaction.
Research at the college level indicates that promoting students’ human
relations skills is frequently emphasized as a goal of undergraduate general
education (Cross, 1982). Utilizing cooperative learning techniques in college
classes may be one effective mechanism for realizing this important undergraduate
general education objective.
Summary
The purpose of this review was to discuss the renewed interest in college
teaching, to review faculty development, to explore the development of
collaborative and cooperative learning, and to examine specific studies of
cooperative learning in the areas of critical thinking, content learning, and
attitudes toward self and learning. The review of literature suggests that
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cooperative learning strategies have been effective in raising student critical
thinking, content learning, and attitude toward self and learning. The present
study focused on the impact of cooperative learning on a campus-wide faculty
development program of implementing cooperative learning in classrooms. The
next chapter outlines the research procedures used in this study.

CHAPTER III
RESEARCH DESIGN

The present study was an educational evaluation research study.
Educational evaluation research assesses the merit and worth of a particular
educational practice at a particular site. Popham (1993) stated that such
evaluation is systematic and "consists of a formal appraisal of the quality of
educational phenomena" (p. 7). He further noted that the educational
phenomena that are appraised can include many things such as "the outcome of
an instructional endeavor, the instructional programs that produced those
outcomes, educational products used in educational efforts, or the goals to which
educational efforts are addressed" (p. 7).
This study used both quantitative and qualitative research techniques.
Quantitative research seeks to establish relationships and to explain causes of
changes in measured social facts by using an established set of procedures and
steps (McMillan & Schumacher, 1993, p. 14). In this study the quantitative
portion incorporated surveys to measure the perceived implementation and the
perceived effects of the use of cooperative learning strategies on the faculty and
students at Mayville State University.
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Miles and Huberman (1984) stated that qualitative research consists of
detailed descriptions of situations, events, people, interactions, observed behavior,
and direct quotations from people about their experience, attitudes, beliefs, and
thoughts. Further, they noted that these data are usually processed into organized
texts before being used. Following is a definition of qualitative research:
An umbrella term covering an array of interpretive techniques which
seek to describe, decode, translate, and otherwise come to terms
with the meaning, not the frequency of certain more or less
naturally occurring phenomena in the social world. (Van Maanen,
1985, p. 9)
Thus, the qualitative section of this study described the impact of cooperative
learning strategies on teaching and learning through individual interviews,
classroom interviews, and open-ended questions on the student and faculty
surveys.
Research Questions
The study addressed seven research questions:
1. To what degree have faculty members been implementing cooperative
learning instruction in their classrooms?
2. What are the levels of that implementation based on the 18 essential
characteristics of cooperative learning?
3. In what ways do faculty members perceive that instruction and learning
have changed over time because of cooperative learning?
4. Do students perceive that cooperative learning instruction has been
implemented in their classrooms?
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5. Do students perceive that the faculty have been fostering the six
features of cooperative learning as identified by Cooper?
6. Do students perceive that they have improved in the areas of critical
thinking, content learning, and attitude toward self and learning as a result of
cooperative learning instruction?
7. How have the attitudes of the faculty and students toward cooperative
learning changed over time?
Methodology
Quantitative and qualitative data collection methods were combined in this
study. In the quantitative section, two surveys, "Faculty Survey, Mayville State
University" (faculty survey) (Appendix A) and "Student Survey on Cooperative
Learning" (student survey) (Appendix B), were developed by this researcher in
conjunction with the University of North Dakota Bureau of Educational Services
and Applied Research and were validated by a panel of educational experts at
Mayville State University.
The faculty survey was used to answer research questions one, two, three,
and seven and consisted of two parts. Part One of the survey had 19 questions.
Three questions (numbers 5, 6, and 7) were open-ended, and 16 questions
(numbers 1-4 and 8-19) were scaled Likert-type items about the use of
cooperative learning. Part Two had 18 Likert-type questions about the levels of
implementation of cooperative learning and two open-ended questions. In the
Likert-type format, the stem is a question or statement which includes a value or
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direction, and the respondent indicates the degree to which they agree or disagree
with the stem. In Part One of the survey, respondents chose from among five
responses: SA-strongly agree, AG-agree, NS-not sure, Dl-disagree, or SD-strongly
disagree. The 16 scaled Likert-type questions related to teacher participation in
cooperative learning practices before and after the training, the classroom
implementation of the cooperative learning activities, and whether or not the
activities iinproved student critical thinking, content learning, and student attitudes
toward self and learning. In Part Two, respondents chose from among four
responses: A-almost always (more than 70% of the time); M-most of the time
(between 40% to 70% of the time); S-sometimes (between 10% to 40% of the
time); or N-never/not important (less than 10% of the time). In part two, specific
items regarding the 18 distinct steps for effectively incorporating cooperative
learning were asked. These items were placed into three sections: before starting
a cooperative learning activity (questions 1-9), during the cooperative learning
activity (questions 10-15), and after the cooperative learning activity (questions 1618). These 18 steps for implementing cooperative learning as listed by Johnson
and Johnson (1990) are described more extensively in Appendix C:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10,

Specifying instructional objectives.
Deciding group size.
Assigning students to groups.
Arranging the room.
Planning the instructional materials to promote interdependence.
Assigning roles to assure interdependence.
Explaining the academic tasks.
Structuring positive goal interdependence.
Structuring individual accountability.
Structuring intergroup cooperation.
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11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Explaining criteria for success.
Specifying desired behaviors.
Monitoring student behavior.
Providing task assistance.
Intervening to teach collaborative skills.
Providing closure to lessons.
Evaluating the quality and quantity of student learning.
Assessing how well the group functioned, (pp. 42-62)

These 18 essential characteristics were modified from the Johnson and Johnson
list as follows.
Before starting a cooperative learning activity1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

I specify the objective for the activity.
I explain the time focus of the activity
I arrange students in heterogenous groupings.
I make sure the room is arranged for students interaction.
I make sure that the instructional materials used in the activity
promote interdependence.
I assign or make sure that there are distinct roles for students
within the group.
I explain the intended outcomes of the activity.
I explain the criteria for success of the activity.
I explain the desired social and/or academic behaviors.

During the cooperative learning activity10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Group sizes are from 3 to 5 students.
There is interdependence among students to attain goals.
I promote intergroup cooperation.
I monitor student behavior to keep them on task.
I provide input to the task as necessary,
I intervene to teach collaborative skills or social skills.

After the cooperative learning activity16. I provide for individual accountability.
17. I provide for closure to the lesson, learning
18. 1 provide for an evaluation of the group functioning, (pp. 42-62)
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The student survey was used to art ver research questions four, five, six,
and seven. The survey had 39 items, with items 1, 2, and 4 through 35 scaled
Likert-type items and items 3 and 36 through 39 open-ended questions. Item one
offered five response choices (A, almost none; B, very little; C fair amount; D,
great deal; B, almost every class) to a question about the amount of cooperative
learning usage in classrooms this semester. Item two also offered five choices to a
question about attitudes toward cooperative learning (A, usually enjoy; B, don't
enjoy them much; C, don’t mind these activities; D» almost never like these
activities; E, i avoid these types of activities), items four through 35 offered a
choice from among five responses; SA, strongly agree; AG, agree; NS, not sure;
DI, disagree; or SD, strongly disagree. The items were concerned with the kinds
of learning activities students were used to, with whether or not cooperative
learning helped in critical thinking, content learning, and attitudes toward self and
others, and with the six features commonly associated with cooperative learning.
Cooper (1990) stated that cooperative learning is maximized when these six
features that mediate cooperative learning arc carefully planned and executed;
1. Positive interdependence,
2, Individual accountability.
3, Appropriate grouping.
4, Student interaction.
5. Attention to social skills.
6. Teacher as facilitator.
(See Appendix D for Cooper's definitions.)
In the qualitative section, the open-ended items from the faculty and
student surveys, the "Faculty Interview Guide: Mayville State University,” and the
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SGID (Small Group Instructional Diagnosis) classroom interviews were used to
gather the qualitative data for this study. The open-ended items from the faculty
survey were used to answer research questions one, two, three, and seven. Three
items (5, 6, and 7) asked what types of cooperative learning activities were used in
classrooms this year, which cooperative learning activity was most successful in
promoting student learning, and which activity was least successful in promoting
student learning and why. The open-ended items from the student survey were
used to answer research questions four, five, six, and seven. The open-ended
items on the student sutvey were concerned with the value of cooperative
learning, likes and dislikes about cooperative learning, and general comments.
The SGID (Small Group Instructional Diagnosis) process was also used to
gather data to answer research questions four through seven. The SGID,
developed by Clark (1984), is a procedure which calls for a consultant to meet
with students in classrooms in the absence of the teacher. The students are
directed to form small groups, select a leader, and come to consensus on answers
to three questions which may vary in form but always focus on strengths of the
class, areas for change, and ways of making suggested changes with regard to
instruction. The SGID was adapted to address specific concerns about
cooperative learning. There were three questions:
!. What kinds of things have you done in cooperative learning in your
classes this semester?
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2. What are some of the ways that cooperative learning hits helped you
learn in your courses? Please explain briefly and give an example.
3. List the changes that could be made in the cooperative learning that
would assist you to learn better or more in these courses.
The "Faculty Interview Guide: Mayville State University" (Appendix E) was
used to answer research questions three and seven. The nine full-time faculty
members (25% of the full-time faculty) who were interviewed were selected by
the DIIS project co-director at MSU. The interview guide developed by the
researcher and validated by educational experts at Mayville State University
consisted of 13 open-ended questions about the instructional practice of
cooperative learning. Questions about what cooperative learning activities were
implemented, the differences between this year and last year in cooperative
learning implementation, and changes in student learning were posed in the
interview guide.
Procedures
The 36 full-time faculty members at Mayville State University received the
"Faculty Survey: Mayville Slate University" through campus mail in mid-April
1994. Thirty completed surveys were returned to the MSU DIIS project director
by the end of April 1994 for an 80% response rate.
The "Student Survey on Cooperative Learning: Mayville State University"
was administered in ten selected classrooms by Mayville State University faculty
members. Those classrooms were selected by the DIIS project co-director. One
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hundred sixty-fcur (164) surveys were completed and returned to the project co
director by the end of April 1994. Mayville State University had 636 students
during spring semester 1994, so the sample represents approximately 25% of the
student population.
SGID interviews were conducted in 10 classrooms (different from those
where the student survey was conducted) selected by the project co-director. The
185 students in the class represented 29% of the student population. The
interviews were conducted in April 1994 by the researcher. The researcher
entered the classrooms and facilitated the interview process during the last thirty
minutes of the class period. Under the direction of the researcher and in the
absence of the classroom teacher, students came to consensus on the answers to
the questions through small and large group discussion. The responses were
reported by each group to the entire class as the researcher recorded them.
Individual faculty interviews were conducted by the researcher with the
nine faculty members (one faculty member had two classes for the SGID
interviews) in whose classrooms the SGIDs were conducted. These interviews
were conducted after the SGIDs had been completed in the faculty members’
classrooms. After the individual interview process, the researcher gave the faculty
members the completed results of the SGID findings from their classrooms.
Data Analysis
The faculty and student surveys were analyzed with frequencies and
percentages to indicate levels of perception and behavior regarding cooperative
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learning on the Likert-type items. These data were compared with the 1993 data,
using Chi-square to assess any changes in perception and behavior. The openended questions were analyzed for common issues, categories, and themes on
experience, attitudes, and thoughts, which provided a portrait of the perceptions
about cooperative learning at Mayville State University. The SGIDs were
analyzed by individual classroom and as a whole to summarize what students
perceived was happening in cooperative learning at the institutional level. The
faculty interviews were audio-taped, transcribed, and summarized to find common
issues, categories, and themes. The researcher read and studied the transcripts
and discovered common issues, categories, and themes of responses in each of the
three questions.
All data were compared and contrasted to generate overall conclusions and
recommendations. The quantitative data from the surveys were supported by the
qualitative data from the surveys, the SGID interviews, and the individual faculty
interviews. These combined qualitative and quantitative methods provided the
data to answer the seven research questions. These answers arc provided in the
next chapter.

CHAPTER IV
DATA ANALYSIS

The purpose of this chapter is to answer the seven research questions
based on the data collected. The first part of this chapter is a presentation of
emerging issues, categories, and themes from the qualitative data gathered from
the open-ended questions in the faculty surveys, the student surveys, the faculty
interviews, and the student SGID interviews. The presentation of results from the
qualitative analysis is followed by an analysis of the data that answers the seven
research questions.
Faculty Responses
In this section, the issues, categories, and themes from the responses to the
three open-ended questions in the faculty survey and to the questions from the
faculty interview guide are discussed. The faculty reported that the cooperative
learning activities in which most of them engaged were think/pair/share, jigsaw,
problem solving, and peer editing. Fewer faculty reported engaging in
cooperative research, group research papers, and peer teaching. Faculty reported
the following cooperative learning activities as the most successful: think/pair/
share, informal groups, formal teams, cooperative study groups, and peer editing.
The least successful cooperative learning activities reported were "projects that
55
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last for an extended amount of time," "pre-quiz testing groups," and "having groups
meet outside of class."
Following are the responses to the nine faculty interviews. Four of the
items from that interview were most relevant to this study. The issues, categories,
and themes which emerged from those responses follow:
Item 5 of the interview guide asked, "What are some of the ways that
cooperative learning has helped your students learn in your courses?" Faculty
responses revealed two themes: "working together" and "independence." Included
in the "working together" theme were "working with others," "work distributed
among students," "taking collective responsibility," "doing better work because of
peer pressure," "learning with groups of friends," and "supporting each other to get
over the rough spots." The "independence" theme included "taking responsibility
for self," "reinforcing one’s own learning," "taking more of a risk because one feels
safe in the group," "time management," and "getting more involved in the
material."
Item 7 asked, "How is cooperative learning different than last year in terms
of teaching with cooperative learning?" Responses included, "I’m more
comfortable with it," "more faculty arc doing it," "the students are more used to it
and trying more things," and "theie is more structure and more frequency of use."
Item 8 asked, "How has cooperative learning changed your teaching?" All
of those interviewed agreed that their teaching had changed. The major theme
was more student involvement. The following comments were made: "I’m no
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longer the only source of knowledge," "there is more responsibility on the
students," "more student involvement overall," "moved from teacher centered to
student centered," "I spend less time in front of the class," "less lecturing," and
"students volunteer more often."
Item 9 asked, "How has the cooperative learning program changed how
students learn?" The major theme was "more student involvement." Following are
some of the comments: "They speak more readily in class," "they are more eager
to get involved," "they depend on themselves or each other rather than me for
their learning," "students have become more active in the learning process," "for
students who invest a lot, it has changed how they learn," "they are doing things
they wouldn’t normally do," "they become their own teachers so they know the
material better," and "there is less dependence on the teacher because they are
learning from each other."
.Student Responses
The student issues, categories, and themes which emerged were generated
from the responses to the open-ended questions in the student survey and from
the responses to the nine SGID interviews conducted in classrooms. First, the
open-ended items were examined.
Item 36 of the student survey asked, "In what ways would you say you have
benefitted from the cooperative learning activities at MSU?" Two major themes
that emerged from the data were "learning from others" and "improved content
learning." In the "learning from others" theme the responses included "learning
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from others," "team work," "interpersonal relationship skills," "gets me more
involved," "more points of view from others," "more comfortable working with
others," "more confidence in self," and "better leadership skills." The "improved
content learning" theme responses included "gets me more involved in the
material," "better recall," "easier to learn," "I have learned more," "get more ideas,"
and "it has improved my grades," "I read the material more," "I understand the
subject better," "it keeps me more focused," and "I remember the material better."
Few respondents indicated they "did not benefit" from cooperative learning
activities.
Item 37 asked, "What have you liked most about the cooperative learning
activities?" Two themes emerged from the responses to this question, "working
with others" and "self improvement." The responses under the "working with
others" theme included "I tend to learn more from my groups," "meeting more
friends," "all the help," "working with the groups," "group support," "alleviated the
pressure of large projects by dividing up the work," and "getting with others who
care about you." In the "self-improvement" theme, the following comments were
made: "Learn by becoming more involved with the material," "helps me manage
my time better," "sense of belonging," "having a partner," "being able to work at
my own pace," and "the will to communicate more freely."
Item 38 asked, "What have you liked least about cooperative learning
activities?" The two major categories from the responses to this question were
"interpersonal concerns" and "task concerns." In the "interpersonal concerns"
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category, the following were among the comments: "When others don’t
participate," "some people seem to need to be forced to participate," "having to
depend on others for your grade," "some people don’t pull their weight," "easy way
out for teachers; we are paying to be taught, so do your job," "some people end up
doing all the work for others," "being forced to work with others," 'When others in
the group are absent," and "working with people I don’t like." Among the
comments in the "task concerns" category were "not always clear about the task,"
"not everyone is clear about their role," "not enough time," "trying to figure out
what to do and where to start compiling information and then putting it together,"
"not enough room to accomplish all our tasks," "unequal group distribution,"
"staying on task," and "not knowing what the teacher thinks about the activity."
Three questions were asked during the SGID interviews, and each question
is presented as a separate category. The first question of the SGID interview
asked, "What kinds of things have you done in cooperative learning in your
classrooms this semester?" The three categories of responses to this question
were "in-class work," "out-of lass work," and "test preparation." Activities in the
"in-class work" area included brainstorming, problem-solving, plays and
performances, peer editing, and experiments. Activities in the "out-of-class work"
area included group project

case studies, research papers, and teaching others in

grade schools. In the "test preparation" category, activities included studying for
tests, group quizzes, partner quizzes, and designing test questions.
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Question 2 asked, "What are some of the ways that cooperative learning
has helped you learn in your courses?" The two categories of responses to this
question were "improved critical thinking’1and "improved content learning." In the
"improved critical thinking" category were the following comments: "Criticize
ideas, not people," "different points of view offered," "getting more than one
outlook on the work," "look at the big picture," and "more diversified learning
environment." Among the comments for the "content learning" category were
"learn more from other students than from teachers," "learning is more fun," "learn
more in a group setting," "more relaxed learning environment helps you learn
better," "reviewing helps you better prepare for the test," and "learn how to
explain things to your peers."
Question 3 asked, "List the changes that could be made in the cooperative
learning program that would help you to learn better in your courses." The three
categories evident from the responses were "task specific," "individual specific,"
and "group specific." Among the "task specific" comments were "use it more,"
"build in more accountability," "use specific guidelines," and "don’t use as a
substitute for teaching." Hie comments in the "individual specific" category were
"the desire for individual grades," "better distribution of jobs," "specific roles
should be assigned to each individual," and "more input from others would help."
The comments in the "group specific" category were "more group activities,"
"groups no larger than four," "choose your own groups," "more structuring of
groups," and "share responsibilities in group."
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These results from the qualitative data of the faculty and student responses
are used to augment the quantitative information. Following are responses to the
seven research questions of this study.
Research Question One: To what degree have faculty members been
implementing cooperative learning instruction irt their classrooms?
Items two, three, and four of the faculty survey were analyzed to answer
this research question. Table 1 provides summaries of the responses to these
items. As shown in Table 1, ail respondents (n = 30) indicated that they have
implemented some cooperative learning in their teaching this semester. Ten
percent (10.0%) indicated that they engaged in very little cooperative learning
(once or twice a semester), 23.3% indicated that they used a fair amount (three to
five times a semester), 30% indicated that they used cooperative learning
activities often (five to ten times a semester), and 36.7% indicated that they used
cooperative learning a great deat (about once a week). Ninety percent (90%) of
the respondents used cooperative learning activities at least three times in their
teaching during the Spring Semester 1994 at Mayville State University.
Research Question Two: What are the levels of that implementation based
on the 18 essential characteristics of cooperative learning?
Responses to the faculty survey items regarding the degree of
implementation of the 18 essential characteristics were tabulated to answer this
question. Respondents chose from four levels of use for the 18 characteristics,
ranging from "never" to "almost always." Presented in Table 2 are the percentages
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Table i
Faculty implementation of Cooperative Learning Activities (n = 30)

Response

I do no cooperative learning activities.

%

0.0

i do very iittle cooperative learning
activities (once or twice a semester).

10.0

I do a fair amount of cooperative learning
activities (three to five times a semester).

23.3

1 often use cooperative learning activities
(five to ten times a semester).

30.0

I do a great deal of cooperative learning
activities (about once a week or more).

36.7

of responses to the survey items about the 18 characteristics, Creating group sizes
of 3 to 5 was the strongest of the 18 essential characteristics with approximately
79% (78,6%) of the respondents reporting that they used it almost always,
meaning that it was used more than 70 percent of the time. Other characteristics
which respondents indicated were used over 70% of the time were specifying
instructional objectives (53.6%), monitoring student behavior (53.6%), and
providing input t >task (50%). Explaining desired behaviors was used less than
10% of the time by 21.4% of the respondents, and intervening to teach
collaborative skills was used less than 10% of the time by 35.7% of the
respondents.
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T a b le 2
F acu lty Im p lem en ta tio n o f th e 18 E ssen tia l C h a r a cter istics o f C o o p e r a tiv e L earn in g

■(n.=. .28)
%
Characteristic

N

S

M

A

Specifying instructional objective
Explaining time focus
Arranging students in heterogenous groupings
Arranging room for student interaction
Planning materials to promote interdependence
Assigning distinct roles

0.0
0.0
17.9
10.7
3.6
14.3

7.1
143
3.6
17.9
39.3
46.4

393
46.4
32.1
28.6
25.0
21.4

53.6
393
46.4
42.9
32.1
17.9

Explaining intended outcomes
Explaining criteria for success
Explaining desired behaviors
Creating group sizes of 3 to 5
Attaining goals through interdependence
Promoting intergroup cooperation

3.6
0.0
21.4
0.0
0.0
7.1

7.1
35.7
28.6
7.1
17.9
25.0

53.6
42,9
35.7
14.3
60.7
35.7

35,7
21.4
143
78.6
21.4
32.1

Monitoring student behavior to keep them on (ask
Providing input to the task as necessary
Intervening to teach collaborative skills
Providing for individual accountability
Providing closure to lesson
Providing an evaluation of group functioning

0.0
0.0
35.7
3.6
3.6
143

10.7
10,7
25.0
25.0
14.3
50.0

35.7
393
21.4
393
42.9
25.0

53.6
50.0
17.9
32.1
393
10.7

N
S
M
A

n never/not important (less than 10% or not important to me)
* sometimes (between 10% to 40% o f the time)
* most of the time (between 4C% to 70% of the time)
« almost always (more than 70% of the time)

Categories are listed in descending order of frequency of implementation
in Table 3. The responses for the two highest categories in Table 3 (M and A
40% of the time or more) were combined to derive a total percentage of use.
Data in Table 3 show that 50% of the respondents engaged in fifteen of the 18
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essential characteristics of cooperative learning activities at least 40% of the time.
Over 75% of the respondents reported use of the following characteristics at least
40% of the time: arranging students in heterogeneous groups, attaining goals
through interdependence, providing closure to lesson, explaining time focus,
explaining intended outcomes, providing input to the task as necessary, monitoring
student behavior to keep them on task, creating group sizes of three to five, and
specifying instructional objectives. Between 50% and 75% of the respondents
reported using the following characteristics at least 40% of the time: explaining
desired behaviors, planning materials to promote interdependence, explaining
criteria for success, promoting intergroup cooperation, providing for individual
accountability, and arranging the room for student interaction. Fewer than 40%
of the faculty used intervening to teach collaborative skills, assigning distinct roles,
and providing an evaluation of group functioning more than 40% of the lime.
Research Question Three: In what ways do faculty members perceive that
instruction and learning have changed over time because of cooperative learning?
Data collected from the faculty surveys and faculty interviews were used to
answer this research question. As shown in Table l, 90% of the respondents
indicated use of cooperative learning in their classrooms at least three times a
semester. Table 4 presents the data concerning faculty implementation of
cooperative learning over the two years of the project. The respondents indicated
an increased use of cooperative learning techniques at Mayville State University
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Table 3
Faculty Implementation of the 18 Essential Characteristics of
Cooperative Learning from 40% to over 70% of the Time (n = 28)

%
Characteristic

M and A

Specifying instructional objective
Creating group sizes of 3 to 5
Monitoring student behavior to keep them on task
Providing input to the task as necessary
Explaining intended outcomes
Explaining time focus

92.9
92.9
89.3
89.3
89.3
85.7

Providing closure to lesson
Attaining goals through interdependence
Arranging students in heterogeneous groups
Arranging the room for student interaction
Providing for individual accountability
Promoting intergroup cooperation

82.2
82.1
78.5
71.5
71.4
67.8

Explaining criteria for success
Planning materials to promote independence
Explaining desired behaviors
Intervening to teach collaborative skills
Assigning distinct roles
Providing an evaluation of group functioning

64.3
57.1
50.0
39.3
39.3
35.7

Note. M * most of the time (between 40% to 70% of the time)
A « almost always (more than 70% of the time)
since the summer of 1992, which was the beginning of the program. Ninety
percent of the respondents reported using more cooperative learning activities
than they did in 1992, and 57.6% of the respondents reported using more
cooperative learning activites than they did in 1993.
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Table 4
Faculty Usage of Cooperative Learning in 1992 and 1993 (n = 30)

1992
%

1993
%

More activities

90.0

56.7

About the same number of activities

10.0

43.3

Amount of Usage

Items seven through nine of the "Faculty Interview Guide: Mayville State
University" (faculty interview guide) provided some specific responses to the issue
of how instruction and learning have changed over time. The major category
from the qualitative data regarding how instruction and learning have changed
was different. Many faculty agreed that teaching was different than last year
stating, "the process was easier," "more faculty are involved," "students are
becoming used to it," and "there was a higher comfort level."
It comes easier for me now.
It seems to me that more of the faculty are doing it.
The students are more used to it. It’s not just something that occurs
in a couple of classes and therefore, I think the students probably
work better in cooperative learning, I started four years ago and I
notice that issues I wouldn’t have gotten in involved in four or maybe
five years ago, I do now.
This year I'm more comfortable with it. I’ve been to two of the fall
workshops now and the newsletter is circulating, which has been
helpful.
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it’s somewhat different in that I did use it last year, but this year, I’ve
structured groups more formally, more frequently than I did last
year. Sometimes we tended to ignore the formal aspects of it in the
past.
What I’ve noticed with the students I’ve been working with at
Mayville State University since we introduced the program is they
express a greater willingness to get involved and they do get more
involved. I think they speak more readily in class. And, I also thL.’:
they have more poise as they express themselves, and just overall, are
not as reluctant to participate as previous to this. And I think that’s
reinforcing mine. I’m not the only one who does cooperative
learning; others do it. And as students gain experience in that
technique, that seems to be happening.
Other faculty members observed that they had been engaged in cooperative
learning for some time without being aware of it.
I’ve been conscious of cooperative learning for a long time . . . I may
be a little more aware of some of the names and terms of things now
. . . This wasn’t a big deal for me to get into this. I guess it would’ve
been quite a change of philosophy of teaching style if I was a straight
lecture person. But that wasn’t the case for me.
Some of the things I did before, which I guess 1 could label as
cooperative learning, l had been doing without knowing a name for
it. I now have a name for it and I can see how I can amplify the
things I am doing with cooperative learning, so I have restructured
some of my materials to facilitate more cooperative learning and I’m
still continuing to explore ways that I can add more, because I really
like the approach.
All respondents agreed that teaching had changed with the major theme
being that of "more student involvement":
It is more student-centered, not as many grades.
Well, it went from being teacher-centered to student-centered . . .
students are actively involved in the learning process now, whereas
before when I lectured they might be thinking about what they will
be doing next Saturday.
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I put more responsibility on the students.
I’m coming to realize more and more that students do need to be
responsible for their own learning and as long as I can provide more
structure so they can do the learning for themselves.
Other faculty members recognized that they lectured less of the time:
I guess, if possible, I spend even less time in front of a class than I
did. And I can tell the difference between classes. Some classes are
easier than others to get into the groups . . . and I when I do, I find
I’m begging them, "Don’t you have any time for me?"
I never really give lecture a great deal in any of my classes. But I
lecture now less than I ever did. It’s also made me think of ways to
get students more involved.
I like them to be doing things that illustrate the concepts that I’m
trying to get across so that it’s not just me standing up and saying
something, but they’re actually doing something to show they grasp it.
Or to point out things that they have not completely understood.
One faculty member recognized the changes but called for a balance between
cooperative learning and traditional lecture.
I think I have used students do far more presenting in class. I have a
less central role in the class now. . . . I’m not convinced that
cooperative iearning is the only thing I should be doing. So I think
an integration of that and lecturing is a good thing. . . . I think the
discovery method of learning is a good thing, but the students are
also paying for our expertise.
Some respondents did not see many differences from year to the next:
It hasn’t changed much in the last two years; there haven’t been
many major changes.
Not much different except this year I’m incorporating some total
quality. I write up the objectives for each unit that we have and then
they make up their tests. This gives them a feeling of ownership on
the test and their performance is considerably better.
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Generally, faculty responses suggested that students were more actively
involved in their learning because they learned from one another, became more
involved in the material, and were less dependent on the teacher. There were
numerous comments supporting this assertion:
They [students] learn from each other.
There is more active participation.
There is more social interaction now, more positive depth of
processing in how they respond to questioas.
I think students like the course better than they did before.
Students have become more active in the learning process.
They’re really into it now. They depend on someone other than me
and that’s exciting!
Well, I think they learn better now. They’re not allowed to be
passive. And they become teachers and anytime you’re teaching you
have to know it better.
There is a greater willingness to get involved. . . . They have more
poise as they express themselves. As students get experience in
cooperative learning, these skills increase.
Students now have more of a sense of initiative and responsibility
than they did before.
It’s made classes more interesting, I think. . . . This fall they were
organized into groups, and each group took a social problem and
developed a commentary, a news commentary report on it, where
they interviewed people and played roles. Then we video taped it
and showed it like the news. Students learned firsthand about the
social problems, how to work together and organize their time.
One faculty member recognized the value of student commitment to the process
of cooperative learning:
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It depends on how much they invest. I think for students who invest
a lot of time, if they take it seriously, are excited by it, they learn a
lot. They learn about relationships problem-solving skills, critical
thinking skills as well as retaining knowledge. . . . For those
students who are not committed to the process, they slough off, no
matter what you do.
Faculty perceived that learning and instruction changed over time.
Teaching changed in that the process was easier, more faculty were involved,
students were becoming used to it, and there was a higher comfort level.
Instruction changed because students were more involved, and the classroom
evolved from a teacher-centered to a student-centered atmosphere.
Research Question Four: Do students perceive that cooperative learning
instruction has been implemented in their classrooms?
Responses to item one of the student survey were used to answer this
research question. Respondents were asked in item one to describe the amount
of cooperative learning activities in their coursework at Mayvilie State University.
Responses to that question are shown in Table 5.
Approximately 9% (8.5%) reported they were doing none or very little
cooperative learning in their classrooms. Approximately 92% (91.5%) indicated
that they did at least a fair amount (three to five times a semester) of cooperative
learning activities in their classrooms. These data are supported by the responses
from the faculty survey which found that 90% of respondents used cooperative
learning activities at least three times for the spring semester 1994 and that
engagement in cooperative learning activities has increased each year since 1992.
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Table 5
Student Perceptions of Implementation of Cooperative Learning in Their
Coursework at Mawille State University (n = 164)

Item

%

I do no cooperative learning activities.

2.4

I do very little cooperative learning activities
(once or twice a semester).

6.1

I do a fair amount of cooperative learning activities
(three to five times a semester).

42.1

I often use cooperative learning activities
(five to ten times a semester).

24.4

I do a great deal of cooperative learning activities
(about once a week or more).

25.0

The qualitative data collected from the SGID interviews also support the
responses from the surveys. The responses were categorized into the areas of
"in-class work," "out-of-class work," and "test preparation."
Students reported that the "in-class work" cooperative learning activities
included discussions, brainstorming, problem-solving, experiments, and labs.
Among the reported "out-of-class work" were group projects, research papers,
training videos, plays, performances, bulletin boards, and lesson plans. "Test
preparation" activities included studying for tests, group tests, and group quizzes.
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Research Question Five: Do the students perceive that the faculty have
been fostering the six features of cooperative learning as identified by Cooper?
This research question was answered by the responses to the student survey.
Items 4 through 36 on the survey asked specific questions about how cooperative
learning was being implemented in each of Cooper’s ,ix areas. Tables 6 through
11 summarize those responses. Qualitative data collected from the three openended items of the student survey and the SGID interviews are also reported. Six
sections, one representing each of Cooper’s six features, follow. After a brief
explanation of each feature, quantitative data are presented, and issues,
categories, and themes are discussed.
Positive Interdependence
lit positive interdependence, structures are built into teaching to ensure that
students within the learning groups develop a sense of responsibility for each
other’s learning. Specific roles are assigned to group members. Group members
should know that the success of the group process depends upon their efforts and
that all are responsible to each other for the learning in the group. 'Hie results
from the four items related to positive interdependence are presented in Table 6.
The majority of students at Mayville State University reported that positive
interdependence was being implemented in their classrooms during cooperative
learning activities. The respondents agreed with three of the statements in this
section. Approximately 75% (74.4%) of the respondents agreed that structures
were built into the course, 69.6% agreed that specific roles were assigned to group
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Table 6
Student Perceptions of Implementation of Cooperative Learning Activities in the
Area of Positive Interdependence (n = 164)

%

SA

AG

NS

DI

SD

There are specific structures built into
this course that allow students to work
together.

11.6

62.8

15.9

8.5

1.2

Each group member is assigned a specific
role so that the group works effectively.

15.9

53.7

11.6

17.7

1.2

I feel my efforts in the group process are
important to the success of my group.

25.6

59.8

8.5

5.5

.6

1 feel responsible for the learning of the
members in my small group.

6,7

42.7

23.8

25.0

1.8

Item

Note. SA
AG
NS
DI

$D

* strongly agree
* agree
» not sure
* disagree
*» strongly disagree

members, and 85.4% agreed that their efforts in the group process were important
to the success of their group. The strongest disagreement, 26.8%, was with *ho
statement, "* feel responsible for the learning of members in my small group."
However, 49.5% agreed with the statement. These data were supported by the
responses from the interviews.
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Students felt that cooperative learning activities beaefitted them because
they became more comfortable learning from and working with others. They also
thought that their discussions were enlightened by others’ points of view and that
they could get help from others. Cooperative learning activities involved more
ideas and sharing of information, as shown by the following quotes:
Students liked learning more from and comparing their work with others.
You are a group and you get ideas from one another.
Some material is easier to understand when you work in groups.
Seeing people work together to achieve a common goal.
Alleviates some of the pressure of large projects by dividing the
work load.
The following comments illustrate what respondents liked least about
cooperative learning activities in the feature of positive interdependence:
Some people try to get out of doing work and rely on others to pull
them through.
I have found that in some of the groups I'm in the people almost
need to be forced to participate.
1 have to depend on someone else to do my work and they will
sometimes not do it, I feel that cooperative learning should be left
in the upper level classes and leave it to be learned in the work
force,

individual accountability assures that students are assessed individually.
Group grades are discouraged. The goal is to have students feel stronger as
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learners while being accountable to themselves and to the group. Table 7
presents the results of the four items related to individual accountability.

Table 7
Student Perceptions of Implementation of Cooperative Learning Activities in the
Area of Individual Accountability fn =» 1641

%

Item

SA

AG

NS

Dl

SD

Even though I work in a group, accountability
is based on my performance as an individual.

14.0

60.4

15.9

9.1

.6

I feel like I learn more because of my work in
cooperative learning activities.

11.0

43.9

26.8

14.0

4.3

I feel stronger as a learner because of
cooperative learning activities.

11.0

39.0

26.2

18.3

5.5

I fed that I am being evaluated on my
individual effort and on my performance
within my group.

9.1

50.6

21.3

15.9

3.0

iHfljg. SA
AO
NS
DI

SD

«
«
»
*
»

strongly agree
agree
not sure
disagree
strongly disagree

The student respondents reported that individual accountability was being
implemented. Data indicate that approximately 75% (74,4%) of the respondents
agreed that accountability was based on individual performance. Approximately
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55% (54.9%) agreed that they learned more because of cooperative learning
activities, but 26.8% were not sure about the statement and 17.3% disagreed with
the statement. A similar finding occurred with the statement about feeling
stronger as a learner because of cooperative learning activities, in which 50%
agreed with the '•tatement, 26.2% were unsure, and 23.8% disagreed with the
statement. Approximately 60% (59.7%) reported that they agreed that they were
being evaluated on individual and group performance while 18.9% disagreed.
These data indicate that students have some doubt about individual accountability
being implemented.
The following summary of the interview responses elaborate on what was
presented in Table 7. Some respondents reported their learning benefitted in the
area of individual accountability because their grades improved, they kept focused,
and thev were able to learn the material more easily. These specific comments
were made:
I learn things better.
I get more personal service than I would in a bigger school.
I’ve learned to deal with my responsibilities in an assignment.
1 learn the material easier.
Gave me more self-confidence.
Additionally, students mentioned they learned better time management,
leadership, responsibility, communication, and compromise skills. One student
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commented, "I feu I have become more assertive and more able to freely express
myself.” Students said they liked splitting up work among group members and
participating more in class:
I tend to learn more from group members.
Being able to work at our own pace in and out of class.
There were a number of general comments describing what students liked
least about cooperative learning in the area of individual accountability:
Sometimes I feel that I’m not getting enough practice on the new
material because the material is the same amount as one student
does and then you have to have three people doing the same
amount of work.
Way too much work for the number of credits being given.
Hard to motivate myself to go to class.
Based on group effort and not individuals.
Three comments concerned grading practices:
I seem to do a lot of work. I want to get a good grade on group
projects while others sometimes don’t care so I end up doing work
that others should be doing.
Not always getting my way about grades.
Graded group assignments add more stress and anxiety to [the]
project wondering if other members are staying on task getting their
respective duties done. I tend to be preoccupied with making sure it
will be done; I am not able to concentrate and learn as much if 1
were doing it myself.
The students’ suggestions fov change reflected their concern about grading
practices. The three suggested changes were to use no more group quizzes, use
individual grades, and use a better reward system. The interview responses
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support that students were concerned about some of the areas of individual
accountability, especially the grading practices.
Appropriate Grouping
Appropriate grouping means that there are three to five persons in each
group, which is teacher selected. Appropriate roles are assigned to each group
member. Additionally, students must stay on task and know that their efforts are
important. Table 8 presents the responses to the items regarding appropriate
grouping.

Table 8
Student Perceptions of Implementation of Cooperative Learning Activities in the
Area of Appropriate Grouping (n = 164)

%
Item

SA

AG

NS

DI

SD

In cooperative learning activities, there are
three to five people in my groups.

28.0

61.6

5.5

4.9

0.0

The cooperative learning teams I work in are
determined by the teacher.

23.9

51.5

10.4

13.5

.6

Each person in the group has a specific role.

12.2

57.9

14.0

13.4

2.4

Note. SA
AG
NS
DI
SD

*
=
=
=
-

strongly agree
agree
not sure
disagree
strongly disagree
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Approximately 90.0% (89.6%) were in agreement that there were three to
five people in the groups, 75.4% agreed that cooperative learning teams were
determined by the teacher, and 70.1% agreed that each person in the group had a
specific role. In the SGID interviews students indicated that cooperative learning
benefited them by helping them work with others and meet a variety of people.
Another benefit was that cooperative learning activities simulated real life
because real roles were assigned:
There is a broader perspective and I work with others I would not
have met otherwise.
The following comments were made regarding what students
disliked about appropriate grouping:
One or two people in the group do all the work for the group.
Takes too long to get organized; you can’t just throw three to five
people together and expect them to begin stimulating conversation.
Roles aren’t specified and the tasks need to be laid out and the final
goal outlined.
Some people do all the work.
Among the suggested changes were to "assign specific roles," to "let
students pick their own groups," to "switch groups more often," and to "use
assignments that are more suited to group work." Although the quantitative and
qualitative data indicate that students agreed that appropriate grouping was taking
place, one area of weakness was the division of the workload.
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Student Interaction
Cooper (1990) noted that "most effective cooperative learning groups are
characterized by intense conversations concerning the academic task" (p. 5-6).
Students shouid be encouraged to offer suggestions and express support to their
groups, and the room arrangement should allow groups to work effectively. Table
9 presents a summary of the responses to the four items about student interaction.

Table 9
Student Perceptions of Implementation of Cooperative Learning Activities in the
Area of Student Interaction ui = 164)

%

Item

SA

AG

NS

DI

SD

I feel that each group member contributes
to the success of the cooperative
learning activity.

12.3

53.4

8.6

20.2

5.5

We are encouraged to contribute ideas
to the group.

26.8

67.7

3.7

1.8

0.0

We are encouraged to express support
toward other group members.

20.1

65.2

7.3

7.3

0.0

The room is arranged so we can work
well in groups.

8.5

61.0

13.4

15.2

1.8

Note. SA
AG
NS
DI
SD

*
*
=
=
=

strongly agree
agree
not sure
disagree
strongly disagree
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Students agreed with all four of the statements in this category.
Approximately 95% (94.5%) reported that they were encouraged to contribute
ideas to the group, 85.5% reported that they were encouraged to express support
toward other group members, approximately 70% (69.5%) reported that the room
was arranged so they could work well in their groups, and approximately 66%
(65.7%) reported that each member of the group contributed to the success of the
cooperative learning activity.
However, 26% disagreed with that last statement. The qualitative data
confirm the information in Table 9. Students reported that their learning
benefitted from getting better ideas from the group, learning the opinions of
others, engaging in team work, and learning to work with others. Following are
some of their comments:
Instead of just listening in the class, I now am able to participate.
I understand and find mistakes through peer editing.
Better understanding of real-life concepts.
Students reported that they liked getting to know and work with others,
group support, social interaction working toward a common goal, and having a
partner. In fact, the responses from the SGII? interviews indicated that getting to
know others was one of the most important features of cooperative learning. All
groups cited it among the top three areas. One student comment illustrated the
students’ perceptions:
We all get to work together and we all put in our own ideas and
opinions.
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Students’ comments about what they liked least about student interaction
show that students were concerned about the amount of work others in the group
did. The SGID interviews indicated that the quality they liked least about
cooperative learning was that others "don’t pull their weight" or "do not make
significant contributions." The following comments support that finding:
Many people think it is just a fun time and don’t stay on task.
I have found that in many of my groups the people that I’m with
seem to almost need to be forced to participate.
Groups sometimes get at a standstill because no one wants to help
with the work.
Inactive group members which is rare.
Some people don’t put enough effort into the process.
The data indicate that students generally agreed with the statements in the
survey but the SGID interviews offered deeper meaning to these responses. Two
major SGID themes which related to this question were that while students
enjoyed getting to know others in their group, there was a great deal of concern
about group members not doing their share of the work.
Social Skills
Attention to social skills is important because students may not have the
appropriate skills to work effectively in small groups. Group processing should be
used to assess each team members’ ability in active listening, making equal
contributions to solve a task, and respecting others. Table 10 provides the
responses to the questions in this category.
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Table 10
Student Perceptions of Implementation of Cooperative Learning Activities in the
Area of Social Skills In = 1641

%
Item

SA

AG

NS

DI

SD

In our small groups we are encouraged to
criticize ideas, not people.

19.5

55.5

18.3

4.9

1.8

Decision making has been an important
component to our group success.

12.8

65.8

13.4

6.1

1.8

In our group we are encouraged to make
equal contributions to the group assignments.

18.3

67.1

7.3

6.1

1.2

Note. SA
AG
NS
DI
SD

=
=
=
=
=

strongly agree
agree
not sure
disagree
strongly disagree

Student respondents at Mayville State University believed that social skills
were being implemented as they agreed with all three items in this category.
Approximately 85% (84.5%) agreed that they were encouraged to make
contributions to the group, approximately 79% (78.6%) agreed that decision
making had been an important component to their group success, and 75% agreed
that they were encouraged to criticize ideas, not people in their groups.
The interviews corroborated these data. Respondents reported that they
benefitted from social skills because they became more involved, improved
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interpersonal communication skills, learned leadership skills, and built confidence.
Additionally, they eased their fear of public speaking and learned to criticize
ideas, not people. Students liked the group support, the smali group
discussions, and the social interaction toward a common goal, as stated in this
comment:
We all get to work together and we put our own ideas and opinions.
The students reported these dislikes about the area of social skills:
In some classes it is hard to get group members to meet outside of
class.
The groups sometimes get at a standstill because of poor members.
Working with people you don’t like.
When my ideas aren't used.
Being forced to use others’ ideas.
With the exception of the comments about dislikes, the interviews
supported the data indicating that students believed that social skills were being
implemented.
Teacher As Facilitator
The teacher is the facilitator in cooperative learning activities. The teacher
ceases to be the predominant dispenser of information and becomes the
facilitator, structuring learning assignments for the groups but checking frequently
with the groups to assess their progress, Table 11 illustrates the responses to the
items regarding teacher as facilitator.
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Table 11
Student Perceptions of Implementation of Cooperative Learning Activities in the
Area of Teacher as..,FaciiitatorjlL^..1.M)

%
Item

SA

AG

NS

DI

SD

The teacher provides feedback to the group
about how it is doing.

12.2

51.8

22.6

11.6

1.8

Much of the learning in this class comes from
the group rather than the teacher.

6.1

34.4

22.1

31.9

5.5

The teacher frequently checks to see that each
member of the group is performing the task.

7.9

4. or

H - T T v-W

14.6

28.0

4.9

The teacher monitors the groups during the
cooperative learning activities.

11.6

55.5

14.0

17.7

1.2

Note. SA
AG
NS
DI
SD

.4

» strongly agree
» agree
» not sure
» disagree
** strongly disagree

Respondents were divided on in this category. Sixty-four percent (64%)
reported that the teacher provided feedback to the group about how it was doing,
and 67.1% agreed that the teacher monitored the groups during the cooperative
learning activities. Although 52.4% agreed that the teacher frequently checked to
see that each member of the group was performing the task 32,9% disagreed with
that statement. Disagreeing with some previously reported data, 37.4%* disagreed
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and only 41% agreed that much of the learning came from the group rather than
the teacher.
The interview data added to the confusion in these data by reporting that
students benefilted from less lecture and that cooperative learning activities were
more interesting than lecture, as noted by one student:
I like the idea that I can help someone learn something and I enjoy
that 1 might be taught by someone other than a professor.
Students said they were not always clear about the tasks, that roles were
not always clearly specified, and that final goals needed to be outlined. The
respondents offered the following suggestions for change: “Some teachers need to
plan better," "some teachers need to use more cooperative learning," and "some
teachers use too much cooperative learning," Although the interviews did not
provide much specific information about teacher as facilitator, the above
comments generally offered suggestions about how teachers can play the role of
facilitator better,
In summary, the students at Mayville State University perceived that the sis
features of cooperative learning were being implemented at varying levels. Based
on the average percentage of agreement (AO and MA) in each category, the
highest to lowest ureas of perceived implementation of the six features were social
skills (79.6%), student interaction (78.7%), appropriate grouping (78.3%), positive
interdependence (69.7%), individual accountability (59.7%), and teacher as
facilitator (56%).
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Research Question Six: Do students perceive that they have improved in
the areas of critical thinking, content learning, and attitude toward seif and
learning as a result of cooperative learning instruction?
Nine items in the student survey, three each in the sections of critical
thinking, content learning, and attitude toward self and learning, were used to
answer this research question. Tables 12 to 14 illustrate items and responses.
Qualitative data collected from the three open-ended items of the student survey
and responses to the SGID interview questions were also used to answer this
research question.
Improved Critical Thinking
In cooperative learning, improved critical thinking means that students
think more deeply and are more tolerant and open-minded to divergent points of
view. Table 12 presents the items and responses to the items about improved
critical thinking.

The respondents reported that critical thinking skills were being
implemented. Approximately 80% (79.3%) agreed that they were more able to
consider others’ points of view because of cooperative learning, and 66% agreed
that cooperative learning activities helped them think more critically. Although
56.1% agreed that cooperative learning activities stimulated them to think more
deeply about the subject than otherwise, 23.2% of the respondents disagreed with
the statement. There were few qualitative responses to support the notion that
students improved from critical thinking:
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Table 12
Student Perceptions of Implementation of Cooperative Learning Activities in the
Area of Critical Thinking (n = 1641

%

Item

SA

AG

NS

DI

SD

Cooperative learning activities stimulate
me to think more deeply about the subject
matter that I would have otherwise.

10.4

46.0

20.2

19.6

3.7

Cooperative learning activities help me
think more critically.

8.6

57.4

14.2

14.8

4.9

I am more able to consider others’ points
of view because of cooperative learning
activities.

12.2

67.1

10.4

8.5

1.8

Note, SA
AG
NS
D1
SD

=
=
=
=
=

strongly agree
agree
not sure
disagree
strongly disagree

It makes me think more clearly and allows others to learn my
opinions on things.
Students appreciated the break from the "monotony of lectures" and noted
that they can think better in groups. Others reported that they disliked not
knowing what the teacher thought about the activity and students’ failure to
recognize the value of all opinions in a group. Generally, students reported their
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thinicing had improved through gaining confidence, being more open to others’
ideas, and becoming more focused.
Improved Content Learning
Cooperative learning strategies improve content learning by moving
students from passive to active participation in the classroom. Specifically,
students learn the subject more deeply and get more involved with the material
and content. Table 13 presents the responses to the three items on improved
learning.
The majority (68.9%) of respondents agreed that cooperative learning
helped them learn by becoming more involved in the course material, and 77.5%
agreed that cooperative learning helped them learn the subject matter in their
courses. The respondents were split between agreeing (48.8%) and disagreeing
(23.8%) on the statement that they learned more than otherwise because of
cooperative learning activities.
The open-ended responses to the survey questions supported these data.
The respondents reported that they gained new ideas, had better recall, and
became more involved with the material. That it was easier to learn is supported
by some specific comments:
It’s easier to learn because instead of just listening now 1 am able to
participate.
When 1 am in a group of really bright people who care and are
excited about the subject material, it’s a lot easier to work in groups
because I learn more.
I get more involved and give my input.
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Table 13
Student Perceptions of Implementation of Cooperative Learning Activities in the
Area of Content Learning fn = 1641

%
Item

SA

AG

NS

DI

SD

Because of my experience in cooperative
learning activities, I feel that I am
learning more than I would have otherwise.

11.6

37.2

27.4

18.9

4.9

Cooperative learning activities have
helped me learn by becoming more
involved in the course material.

9.8

59.1

15.2

12.2

3.7

Cooperative learning activities help me
to learn the subject matter in my courses.

11.0

66.5

8.5

11.0

3.0

Note. SA
AG
NS
DI
SD

-=
=
=
=

strongly agree
agree
riot sure
disagree
strongly disagree

Some students disliked not staying on task. Specific comments were varied:
Sometimes it's all we do and we need lecture without forming a
group all the time.
Sometimes I feel I’m not getting enough practice on the new
material because the material is the same amount as one student
does and then you have to have three people doing the same
amount of probing.
I seem to do all the work. I want to get a good grade on group
projects while others sometimes don’t care so I end up doing work
that others should be doing.
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Graded group assignments add more stress and amdety to project
wondering if other members are staying on task getting their
respective duties done. I tend to become preoccupied with making
sure it will be done; I am not able to concentrate and learn as much
as I would be doing it myself.
Perhaps this was the harshest student statement:
Easy way out for teachers. We are paying to be taught. So do your
job.
Although data were not conclusive in reporting that students learned more
than otherwise because of cooperative learning activities, some evidence indicated
that students became more active learners because of cooperative learning.
Students reported that they improved their learning by learning from others,
gaining more information, and understanding subjects better. They reported that
they improved their grades and had better recall of information. In addition,
students liked learning through their group members and becoming more involved
in their courses.
Improved Attitudes Toward Self and Learning
Cooperative learning activities allow students to work with others on a
shared task in pursuit of a common goal. This may help students attain more
overall satisfaction with education and assist them to be more confident about
themselves and their ability as students. Table 14 presents the questions and
responses in the area of improved attitudes.
Although students generally agreed with the three items about attitudes
toward self and learning, there was significant disagreement. Approximately 57%
(56.7%) agreed that cooperative learning activities helped them feel more
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Table 14
Student Perceptions of Implementation of Cooperative Learning Activities in the
Area of Building Positive Attitudes About Self and Learning (n = 164)

%
Item

SA

AG

NS

DI

SD

I have more confidence in myself because
of cooperative learning activities.

12.2

38.4

26.8

18.3

4.3

Cooperative learning activities have helped
me feel more satisfied generally with my
educational experience overall.

6.7

50.0

23.8

13.4

6.1

I feel more confident about my overall
ability as a college student because of
cooperative learning activities.

6.7

44.5

25.6

17.1

6.1

Note. SA
AG
NS
DI
SD

=
=
=
=
=

strongly agree
agree
not sure
disagree
strongly disagree

satisfied generally with their educational experience, but nearly 20% (19.5%)
disagreed with the statement. Approximately 51% (51.2%) agreed that they felt
more confident about their overall ability as college students because of
cooperative learning activities, but 23.2% disagreed with the statement. Although
50.6% agreed that they had more confidence in themselves because of cooperative
learning activities, 22.6% disagreed.
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Students reported that their attitudes toward self and learning had
improved because they were more involved, learned leadership skills, learned to
deal with responsibility, and were more accepting of others’ ideas. Students also
reported they felt more confident about speaking in front of others when in a
group setting. Additionally, students reported that the learning environment was
fun and relaxed. Students liked getting to know others, sharing the work load,
and developing a sense of belonging, as these comments illustrate:
I enjoy learning from others.
If other group members aren’t there I miss them.
We learn to be responsible.
However, students disliked having to depend on others for their grades and
doing work for others, as these comments illustrate:
I have found that in many groups the people I’m with seem to
almost need to be forced to participate.
Every time I do cooperative learning I get a bad taste in my mouth
from someone in my group who does nothing but complain.
Sometimes some people have a bad attitude and really don’t care
about anyone or anything.
In summary, students reported their attitudes toward self and learning improved
because of cooperative learning. However, the interview comments offered many
frustrations about tiie process.
Research Question Seven: How have the attitudes of the faculty and
students toward cooperative learning changed over time?
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The results of the faculty survey administered in 1993 were compared to
the results of the faculty survey administered in 1994 to answer this question.
Table 15 indicates that the faculty use of cooperative learning had not changed
significantly since 1993 (Chi-square = 6.55, 3

df,

p > .05).

Table 15
Faculty Use of Cooperative Learning in 1993 and 1994

%
1993
(n = 28)

1994
(n = 30)

I do no cooperative learning activities.

7.1

0.U

I do very little cooperative learning
activities (once or twice a semester).

7.1

10.0

I do a fair amount of cooperative learning
activities (three to five times a semester).

46.4

23.3

I do a great deal of cooperative learning
activities (about once a weeh or more).

39.3

66.7

Response

Note: Chi-square « 6.55, 3

df,

p > .05

However, in the open-ended questions, respondents indicated that 1994
was different from 1993 in teaching with cooperative learning because the process
seemed easier and more familiar and faculty members were trying more
cooperative learning activities. Instruction was reported to have changed because
there was less lecture and a less teacher-centered, more student-centered
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atmosphere. Learning was reported to have changed because students were more
actively engaged and took more responsibility for their learning.
In 1993 the faculty were asked, "Of the cooperative learning activities you
tried, which type do you think was MOST successful in helping students to learn
the subject matter best?" Faculty responded that small groups, peer teaching,
think/pair/share, jigsaws, and group problem solving were most helpful.
The 1994 responses were more varied. In addition to the activities cited in
1993, circle of knowledge, formal teams, labs, and play writing were mentioned as
most successful for student learning. This change suggests that as faculty learned
more about cooperative learning activities, they became more aware of and
confident about trying new methods. In 1993 faculty reported the following
activities as the least successful in promoting student learning: core groups,
constructive controversy, or anything that is not sharply focused. In 1994 faculty
reported the following activites as least useful: constructed controversies, projects
which last for a prolonged time period, and pre-test quizzing groups. The least
successful activities for the two years were very parallel.
In both 1993 and 1994, students were asked to indicate the amount of
cooperative learning in their classes. Table 16 summarizes the responses to
implementation between 1993 and 1994. There was a significant difference in
perceived level of implementation between 1993 and 1994 for students (Chisquare = 11.70, 4 d f , p < .05).
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Table 16
in oiuuems neDorxs oi me /unoum or c_ooperauve Learning in classes
from 1993 to 1994

%
1993
(n = 172)

1994
(n = 164)

Every class

20.3

25.0

Great deal

39.0

24.4

Fair amount

36.0

42.1

Very little

4.7

6.1

Almost none

0.0

2.4

Response

Note: Chi-square = 11.70, 4 J/, p < .05

Further analysis was clone on the differences between the 1994 student and
faculty perceptions of cooperative learning with results shown in Table 17.
Although the faculty reported more implementation of cooperative learning than
students reported, the results indicated no significant difference between students’
and faculty perceptions (Chi-square ~ 5.04, 3

elf,

p > .05).

Although the differences at each level were not linear, there appeared to
be less perceived implementation in 1994 than in 1993 with 49.4% indicating high
levels (every class and great deal) of implementation in 1994 and 59,3% in 1993.
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Table 17
Student and Faculty Reports of the Amount of Cooperative Learning in Classes
in 1994

Student
(n = 164)

Faculty
(n = 30)

Almost none

2.4

0.0

Very little

6.1

10.0

Fair amount

42.1

23.3

Great deal/every class

49.4

66.7

Response

Note: Chi-square *■ 5.04, 3

df\

p > .05

This chapter answered the seven research questions for the study. 'Hie next
chapter contains the summary, conclusions, and recommendations for the study.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

'rhis chapter provides a summary with conclusions for this research study.
Recommendations based on those findings follow.
Summary
Undergraduate teaching and learning have been receiving much attention
over the past two decades as an evolution from passive to active teaching and
learning at the college level occurs. One part of active teaching and learning is
cooperative learning, which was defined by Cooper (1990) as the kind of
instruction which "focuses on structures to ensure student-student interdependence
and individual accountability” (p. 5). In 1992 Mayville State University initiated a
campus-wide effort to incorporate cooperative learning across the curriculum with
goals of student learning improvement in the three areas of critical thinking,
content learning, and attitude toward self and learning. The general purpose of
this study was to focus on the second year of implementation of the curriculum
program at Mayville State University. Specifically, the study assessed the
strengths and weaknesses of the program in terms of its intended outcomes of
improved instruction through the use of cooperative learning strategies and
improved student performance in the areas of critical thinking, content learning,
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and attitudes toward self and learning. One major limitation of this study was
that not enough time had elapsed from the beginning of the project in 1992 to the
gathering of data for the study in 1994 to be able to draw strong conclusions from
the findings.
Relevant literature was reviewed in four areas: the renewed interest in
college teaching, faculty development at the college level, the history of
collaborative and cooperative learning, and research in the areas of student
critical thinking, content learning and attitudes toward self and learning as a result
of cooperative learning. Themes that emerged from the review of relevant
literature related to college teaching were that the quality of teaching has a very
strong effect on student learning and that college students who have successful
learning experiences persist in their learning and are far more likely to complete
courses and programs. Additionally, students feel better about themselves, and
their ability to learn, and are far more confident about future learning situations.
The research indicated that college teaching can be altered to incorporate these
themes with relative ease through faculty development. Since the 1980s faculty
development has evolved from a concentration on research in content areas to an
emphasis on improving instruction.
Cooperative learning practice began in elementary and secondary
education and entered college instruction by the 1980s. Research in cooperative
learning instruction indicated that there arc several advantages of cooperative
learning including promoting higher level thinking skills, promoting learning and
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academic achievement, promoting positive attitudes toward subject matter, and
developing self-expression, human relations skills, and self-esteem. Research
studies found overall that student-student interaction created in cooperative
learning activities was positively related to critical thinking outcomes, higher level
thinking skills, and better study habits. The review of the literature showed that
no studies about cooperative learning across the college curriculum had been
done.
Procedures for conducting this research evaluation study were quantitative
and qualitative. The quantitative data were collected through faculty and student
surveys, and the qualitative data were gathered from SGID classroom interviews
and faculty interviews. These data were used to answer the seven research
questions. Following are the research conclusions of this study.
Conclusions
The major conclusion of this study is that cooperative learning is being
implemented at Mayville State University. However, although faculty reported no
statistically significant changes in implementation since 1993, students reported
significantly less implementation since 1993. Teaching and learning and
instruction have changed since the beginning of the program. Faculty responded
that the process was easier and more familiar and that they were trying more
activities. Instruction had changed because there was less lecture and a more
student-centered atmosphere. Fifteen of the 18 essential characteristics of
cooperative learning were being implemented most of the time by most of the faculty.
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Student comments generally supported what the faculty reported. They
were more actively engaged in their own learning because of cooperative
activities. Cooper’s six features of cooperative learning were being implemented
in this order: social skills, student interaction, appropriate grouping, positive
interdependence, individual accountability, and teacher as facilitator.
Following are the seven research questions and conclusions to each.
Research Question One: To what degree have faculty members been
implementing cooperative learning instruction in their classrooms? All faculty
respondents used cooperative learning at least once in the Spring 1994 semester
and 90% of the respondents used cooperative learning at least three times in the
semester.
Research Question Two: What are the levels of that implementation based
on the 18 essential characteristics of cooperative learning? At least fifty percent
of the faculty respondents at Mayville State University reported using 15 of the 18
essential characteristics of cooperative learning in their classrooms more than
40% of the time for the Spring 1994 semester.
Research Question Three: In what ways do faculty members perceive that
instruction and learning have changed over time because of cooperative learning?
Ninety percent of the faculty respondents reported that they had increased their
use of cooperative learning since 1992 and approximately 57% had increased their
use since 1993. Specifically, faculty members perceived that instruction had
changed with less lecture time and a less teacher-centered, more student-centered
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atmosphere. Learning had changed because students were more actively engaged
and took more responsibility for their learning. Faculty respondents indicated
that 1994 was different than 1993 in teaching with cooperative learning because
the process seemed easier and more familiar and faculty members were trying
more cooperative learning activities.
Research Question Four: Do students perceive that cooperative learning
instruction has been implemented in their classrooms? Students perceived that
cooperative learning had been implemented in their classrooms for Spring 1994.
Over 90% of the student respondents indicated that they experienced cooperative
learning at least three times in the spring 1994 semester. The major areas were
cooperative daily work, out-of-class work, and test taking.
Research Question Five: Do the students perceive that the faculty have
been fostering the six features of cooperative learning as identified by Cooper?
Overall, the student respondents at MSU thought that Cooper’s six features of
cooperative learning were being implemented although the levels of
implementation varied. Listed in order from highest to lowest level of
implementation, the six features were social skills, student intera 'tion, appropriate
grouping, positive interdependence, individual accountability, and the teacher as
facilitator.
Research Question Six: Do students perceive that they have improved

i

the areas of critical thinking, content learning, and attitude toward self and
learning as a result of cooperative learning instruction? Students perceived that
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they had improved in the areas of critical thinking, attitudes toward self and
learning, and content learning as a result of cooperative learning instruction. Of
three areas, improved critical thinking was the most implemented followed by
improved attitudes toward self and learning and content learning.
Research Question Seven: How have the attitudes of the faculty and
students toward cooperative learning changed over time? In both 1993 and 1994,
faculty and students reported that cooperative learning was being implemented a
great deal of the time at MSU. Both groups reported that cooperative learning
offered a refreshing change from lecture. However, both faculty and students
noted concerns about the overuse and inappropriate use of cooperative learning.
Recommendations
Following are recommendations for Mayville State University, for college
teachers, and for further research. These recommendations are based on the
findings from the study.
Recommendations for Mayville State University
The following recommendations for Mayville State University’s planning
committee are generated from this study:
1. Mayville State University should continue training the faculty in the
cooperative learning process. The faculty and student perceptions indicated that
it is overall a positive and effective instructional method.
2. Future in-service training activities in cooperative learning should be
focused on the three areas of lesser implementation: providing for the evaluation
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of group functioning, assigning of distinct roies, and intervening to teach
collaborative skills.
3. From the student perspective the weakest areas of implementation of
Cooper’s six features were positive interdependence, individual accountability, and
teacher as facilitator. Training efforts to improve and strengthen these three
features should be implemented.
4. The University sought to improve critical thinking, content learning, and
attitudes toward self and learning through the implementation of cooperative
learning. Of the three, attitudes toward self and learning was reported to be the
least implemented. Training efforts to improve and strengthen these three
features should be implemented.
Recommendations for College Teachers
Following are specific recommendations for college teachers:
1. Cooperative learning is a viable teaching option for faculty in the
college classroom. College faculty should study cooperative learning strategies to
improve their teaching and student learning.
2. Although cooperative learning is a viable instructional method, it is only
one option. It should be implemented properly with consideration of the 18
essential characteristics and Cooper’s six features.
3. Cooperative learning activities should not be implemented for their own
sake. Strategies for improving learning, such as cooperative learning, should flow
from the goals and objectives of the instructional process, Cooperative learning
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as a teaching strategy should be used when it is the most appropriate strategy to
attain the teacher’s instructional goal.
Recommendations for Further Research
The following recommendations are offered to other researchers of
cooperative learning:
1. This study focused on the second year of the DIIS program. A similar
study on year three of the program should be conducted.
2. A more in-depth qualitative study of one or two MSU classrooms using
cooperative learning methods with both student and faculty input should be
conducted.
3. Further research on campus-wide programs should be conducted with
special empnusis on faculty development as it relates to improved student
learning.
4. Research on actual cognitive abilities versus perceptions of cognitive
abilities of students relative to cooperative learning should be conducted.
5. A longitudinal study on the long-term effects of cooperative learning at
MSU should be conducted.
6. A study comparing the attitudes of academically strong and weak
students’ attitudes toward cooperative learning should be conducted.
7. A study on comparing the implementation of cooperative learning
strategies at MSU with institutions should be conducted.
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In summary, Mayville State University is implementing cooperative
learning. Faculty and students generally accept this specific type of collaborative
learning because it enables both to connect more with each other and the content
being learned. The college classrooms of the future may look much like those at
MSU with students and teachers learning and discovering cooperatively.

APPENDIX A

FACULTY SURVEY
MAYVILLE STATE UNIVERSITY
1.

In which of the following BUSH activities have you participated?
_____ 1992 Summer Workshop
_____ 1993 Summer Workshop
_____ Departmental Workshop

2.

Please indicate the statement below which best describes the amount of
cooperative learning activities (small group work) you use in the classes
you teach?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

3.

I do no cooperative learning activities.
I do verylittlecooperative learning activities (once or twice a
semester).
I do a fair amount of cooperative learning activities (three to five
times a semester).
I often use cooperative learning activities (five to ten times a
semester).
I do a great deal of cooperative learning activities (about once a
week or more).

Since last year at this time, I u s e ____ cooperative learning activities in
my teaching.
A.
B.
C.

More
Less
About the same number of
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4.

Since two years ago at this time, I u s e ____ cooperative learning activities
in my teaching.
A.
B.
C.

More
Less
About the same number of

5.

What type or types of cooperative learning activities (small group work)
did you use in your classes this year? Please describe briefly.

6.

Of the cooperative learning activities you tried, which type do you think
was MOST successful in helping students to learn the subject matter?

7.

Which type of you think was LEAST successful in promoting student
learning? Why?
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In the space provided before each item, indicate your level of agreement to it by
using this scale:
SA
Strongly Agree
AG
-- Agree
NS
Not Sure
DI
Disagree
SD
Strongly Disagree
8,

The Bush program in cooperative learning convinced me to use
cooperative learning activities in ray teaching that I had never tried
before.

9.

The Bush program in cooperative learning enabled me to use
cooperative learning activities more effectively than l would have
otherwise.

10.

Participation in the Bush program in cooperative learning has
increased my self-confidence as a teacher,

11.

The Bush program in cooperative learning has helped me to feel
more able to respond to student needs.

12.

The Bush program in cooperative learning is not worth the trouble
and expense involved.

13.

I would like to learn more about cooperative learning activities,

14.

Because of the Bush program in cooperative learning, 1 have spent
more time miking with other educators about professional matters
like cooperative learning,

15.

In general, cooperative learning activities helped students to better
learn the subject matter in the course.

16.

In general, cooperative learning activities helped students to
remember what they had learned,

17.

In general, the students had no trouble with cooperative learning
activities.

18.

These activities made it easier for students to understand difficult

material.
19.

The quality of students’ learning has increased because of these
coeperaiive activi ties,
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If you have not used cooperative learning in your teaching, you may skip this
page.
In the space provided, please answer the following items according to this scale:
A
M
S
N

=
=
=
=

Almost always (more than 70% of the time)
Most of the lime (between 40% to 70% of the time)
Sometime (between 10% to 40% of the time)
Never/not important (less than 10% or not important to me)

Before starting a cooperative learning activities
1

.

I specify the objectives for the activity.

2.

I explain the time focus of the activity.

3.

I arrange the students in heterogeneous groupings,

4.

l make sure the room is arranged for student interaction,

5.

t make sure that the instructional materials used in the activity
promote interdependence.

6.

1 assign or make sure that there are distinct roles for students within
the group.

7.

I explain the intended outcomes of the activity.

8.

I explain the criteria for success of the activity.

9,

I explain the desired social and/or academic behaviors.

During the cooperative learning activity
10.

Groups sizes are from 3 to 5 students,

11.

There is interdependence among students to attain goals.

12.

I promote intergroup cooperation.

13.

I monitor student behavior to keep them on task.

14.

I provide input to the task as necessary.

15.

I intervene to teach collaborative or social skills,

After the cooperative learning activity
_____

16.

I provide for individual accountability.

17.

I provide closure to the lesson.

18.

I provide for an evaluation of the group functioning.

I ll
What types of things couid the project staff do to help you in becoming a more
effective teacher?

Any other comments?

Thunk you for your cooperation.

APPENDIX B

STUDENT SURVEY ON COOPERATIVE LEARNING
Ma YVILLE STATE UNIVERSITY
Mayville State University is asking students in a number of classes to complete a
survey that requests information about their preparation and experience with
cooperative learning activities. You are among those being asked to complete the
survey which should not take more than 10 minutes. Your answers will be
confidential and will assist in program planning. Tin's information will not be
used to evaluate the instructor. Thank you very much for your cooperation.
1.

_____

Please check below the statement that best describes the amount of
cooperative learning activities that you have done in your coursework at
MSU so far. Consider the work that you have been asked to do both inclass and out of class, and activities that have been graded as well as not
graded.

A.
B.
_____ C.
_____ D.
_____E. I

2.

I’ve done almost none of these activities in any class that I’ve taken.
All in all, I have been asked to very little of these activities.
All in all, I have been asked to do a fair amount of these activities.
All in all, I have been asked to do a great deal of these activities.
have been asked to do these kinds of activities in almost every class
I’ve taken.

Which statement best describes your attitude toward these kinds of
activities?

_____
___

A. I usually enjoy them.
B. 1 don’t enjoy them much, but 1 have a sense of accomplishment when
finished.
____ C. I don’t mind these kinds of activities.
D. 1 almost never like these kinds of activities.
E. Whenever possible. I avoid classes in which I’m likely to be asked to
do these kinds of activities.
3.

What year in school are you?

._________ ______ .

__ _
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In the space provided before each item, indicate your level of agreement to it by
using this scale:
SA
AG
NS
DI
SD
4.

AG

NS

DI

SD

AG

NS

DI

SD

AG

NS

DI

SD

AG

NS

DI

SD

The teacher provides feedback to the group about how it is doing.
SA

10.

SD

Each group member is assigned a specific role so that the group works
effectively.
SA

9.

DI

Cooperative learning activities help me think more critically.
SA

8.

NS

There are specific structures built into this course that allow students to
work together.
SA

7.

AG

Cooperative learning activities stimulate me to think more deeply about
the subject matter than I would have otherwise.
SA

6.

Strongly Agree
Agree
Not Sure
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

In our small groups we are encouraged to criticize ideas not people,
SA

5.

=
=
=
=
=

AG

NS

DI

SD

Even thought I work in a group, accountability is based on my
performance as an individual.
SA

AG

NS

DI

SD
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11.

In cooperative learning activities, there are three to Sve people in my
groups.
SA

AG

NS

DI

SD

12.

Much of the learning in this class comes from the group rather than the
teacher.

13.

Members within a group keep on the task assigned.
SA

14.

NS

DI

SD

AG

NS

DI

SD

AG

NS

DI

SD

AG

NS

DI

SD

The teacher frequently checks to see that each member of the group is
performing the task.
SA

19.

AG

I feel that each group member contributes to the success of the
cooperative learning activity.
SA

18.

SD

I feel like I learn more because of my work in cooperative learning
activities.
SA

17.

DI

I feel that my efforts in the group process are important to the success of
the group.
SA

16.

NS

I am more able to consider others’ points of view because of cooperative
learning activities.
SA

15.

AG

AG

NS

DI

SD

The cooperative learning teams 1 work in are determined by the teacher.
SA

AG

NS

DI

SD
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20.

The teacher monitors the groups during the cooperative learning
activities.
SA

21.

AG

NS

DI

SD

AG

NS

DI

SD

AG

NS

DI

SD

AG

NS

DI

SD

AG

NS

DI

SD

AG

NS

DI

SD

In our group we are encouraged to make equal contributions to the group
assignments.
SA

29.

SD

Cooperative learning activities have helped me feel more satisfied
generally with my educational experience overall.
SA

28.

DI

Decision making has been an important component to our group success.
SA

27.

NS

I fee! stronger as a learner because of cooperative learning activities.
SA

26.

AG

We are encouraged to express support toward other group members.
SA

25.

SD

I have more confidence in myself because of cooperative leaning
activities.
SA

24.

DI

We are encouraged to contribute ideas to the group.
SA

23.

NS

Each person in a group has a specific role.
SA

22.

AG

AG

NS

DI

SD

Because of my experience in cooperative learning activities, I feel that I
am learning more than I would otherwise.
SA

AG

NS

DI

SD
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30.

The room is arranged so we can work well in our groups.
SA

31.

AG

NS

DI

SD

AG

NS

DI

SD

AG

NS

DI

SD

I feel responsible for the learning of the members in my small group.
SA

35.

SD

I feel that I am being evaluated on my individual effort and on my
performance within my group.
SA

34.

DI

Cooperative learning activities have helped me learn by becoming more
involved in course material.
SA

33.

NS

I feel more confident about my overall ability as a college student
because of cooperative learning activities.
SA

32.

AG

AG

NS

DI

SD

Cooperative learning activities help me to learn the subject matter in my
courses.
SA

AG

NS

DI

SD

36.

In what ways would you say that you have benefittsd from the cooperative
learning activities at MSU?

37.

What have you liked most about the cooperative learning activities?

38.

What have you liked least about the cooperative learning activities?

39.

Other Comments? (USE BACK OF SHEET)

APPENDIX C
JOHNSON AND JOHNSON’S 18 ESSENTIAL STEPS
FOR IMPLEMENTING COOPERATIVE LEARNING

1.

Specifying instructional objectives. The academic objective needs to be
specified at the correct level for students and matched to the right level of
instruction according to a conceptual or task analysis. The collaborative skills
objective details what collaborative skills are going to be emphasized during
the lesson.

2.

Deciding group size. Cooperative learning groups tend to range from 2 to 6.
Four factors should be considered in selecting the size of a group. As the
size of the learning group increases, the range of abilities, expertise, and
number of minds available for acquiring and processing information increase.
The larger the group, the more skillful group members must be in providing
everyone with a chance to speak, coordinating the actions of group members,
reaching consensus, ensuring explanation and elaboration of the material
being learned, keeping all members on task, and maintaining good working
relationships. The materials available or the specific nature of the task may
dictate a group size. The shorter the period of time available, the smaller
the learning group should be.

3.

Assigning students to groups. Teachers should maximize the heterogeneity of
students, placing high*, medium- and low-ability students with the same
learning group To keep nonacademically oriented students on task it often
helps to place them in a cooperative learning group with task-oriented peers.
Teacher-made groups often have the best mix since teachers can put together
optimal combinations of students. Groups should be allowed to remain
stable long enough for them to be successful.

4.

Arranging the room. How the teacher arranges the room is a symbolic
message of what is appropriate behavior and it can facilitate the learning
groups within the classroom. Members of a learning group should sit close
enough to each other so that they can share materials, maintain eye contact
with all group members, and talk to each other quietly without disrupting the
other learning groups. Circles are usually the best. The teacher should have
a clear access lane to every group.
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5.

Planning the instructional materials to promote interdependence. Materials
need to be distributed among group members so that all members participate
and achieve. When a group is mature and experienced and group members
have a high level of collaborative skills, the teacher may not have to arrange
materials in a specific way. When a group is new or when members are not
very skilled, however, teachers may wash to distribute materials in carefully
planned ways to communicate that the assignment is to be a joint (not an
individual) effort and that the students are in a sink or swim learning
situation.

6.

Assigning roles to assure interdependence. Positive interdependence may
also be arranged through the assignment of complementary and
interconnected roles to group members. Each group member is assigned a
responsibility that the group needs to work effectively.

7.

Explaining the academic tasks. Set the task so that the students are clear
about the assignment. Explain the objectives of the lesson and relate the
concepts and information to be studied to students’ past experience and
learning to ensure maximum transfer and retention. Define relevant
concepts, explain procedures students should follow, and give examples to
help students understand what they are to learn and so in completing the
assignment. Ask the class specific questions to check the students'
understanding of the assignment.

8.

Structuring positive goal interdependence. In a cooperative learning group
students are responsible for learning the assigned material, making sure that
all other group members learn the assigned material, and making sure that
all other class members successfully learn the assigned material, in that order.

9.

Structuring individual accountability. A group is not truly cooperative of
members are slackers who let others do all the work. To ensure that all
members learn and that the groups know which members to provide with
encouragement and help, teachers need to assess frequently the level of
perfc mance of each group member.

10.

Structuring intergroup cooperation. The positive outcomes found v ithin a
cooperative learning group can be extended throughout a whole class by
structuring intergroup cooperation. Bonus points may be given if i
members of a class reach a preset criteria of excellence.

11.

Explaining criteria for success. Evaluation within cooperatively structured
lessons needs to be criterion-referenced. Criterion must be established for
acceptable work, rather than grading on a curve. At the beginning of the
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lesson teachers should clearly explain the criterion by which the students’
work will be evaluated.
12.

Specifying desired behaviors. Desired behavior include, having each member
explain how to get the answer; asking each member to relate what is being
learned to previous learning; checking to make sure everyone in the group
understands the material and agrees with the answers; encouraging e v e r y o n e
to participate; listening accurately to what other group members are saying;
not changing your mind unless you a logically persuaded; and criticizing
ideas, not people.

13.

Monitoring student behavior. Whenever possible, teachers should use a
formal observation sheet where they count the number of times they observe
appropriate behaviors being used by students.

14.

Providing task assistance. In monitoring the groups as they work, teachers
will wish to clarify instructions, review important procedures and strategies
for completing the assignment, answer questions, and teach task skills as
necessary.

15.

Intervening to teach collaborative skills. Teachers should not intervene any
more than is absolutely necessary in the groups. The best time to teach
cooperative skill is when the students need them.

16.

Providing closure to lessons. At the end of the lesson students should be
able to summarize what they have learned and to understand where tlry will
use it in future lessons.

17.

Evaluating the quality and quantity of student learning. The product
required from the lesson may be a report, a single set of answers, that all
members of the gioup agree to, the average of individual examination scores,
or the number of group members reaching a specific criterion.

18.

Assessing how well the group functioned. If you observe, you must process
your observations with the group. Teachers may want to spend time in
whole-class processing where they give the class feedback and have students
share incidents that occurred in their groups and how they were solved (pp,
42-6z).

.APPENDIX D
COOPER’S SIX FEATURES OF COOPERATIVE LEARNING

1.

Positive interdependence. In positive interdependence structures are built
into teaching which ensure that students within learning groups develop a
sense that they are responsible for one another’s learning. Ail teams must
realize that their work is not complete until all members of the team have
mastered the assignment.

2.

Individual accountability. Individual accountability assures that students are
assessed individually concerning their mastery of the content. Thus, group
grades are discouraged. Instead, virtually all of student’s course grade should
be based on individually-completed tests, papers and other assignments.

3.

Appropriate grouping. Appropriate grouping would be four-person teams,
although three to five in a group can work. Because diversity is a strength of
cooperative learning, fewer than three lessens the viewpoints in a group. If
possible groups are selected to represent diversity in achievement, gender,
and race.

4.

Student interaction. Student interaction is essential to cooperative learning
success. Highly structured, teacher-constructed tasks should be given to
students initially. After experiencing success in theses situations, less control
and structure may be instituted. Cooper (1990) noted "most effective
cooperative learning groups are characterized by intense conversations
concerning the academic task" (p, 5-6)

5.

Attention to social skills. Attention to social skill is important because many
students may not have the appropriate skills to work in small groups
effectively. That is why it is important to stress active listening, equal
contributions to resolving a task, and respect for others in emphasized. It is
useful to use group processing where members of a group assesses their
performance and that of each teammate on some explicit social skill criteria,
then share the information with the rest of the class.

6.

Teacher as facilitator. A teacher is the facilitator in cooperative learning.
The teacher ceases to be the predominant dispenser of in-class information
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and becomes the facilitator, structuring learning assignments for the groups
and working in a collegial manner with the groups as they attempt to master
the assignments presented to them (pp.5-7). In providing for the evaluation
of group functioning, the instructors must process their observations with the
groups and give specific feedback about how the groups functioned. When
assigning distinct roles, the instructors must assign each member a distinct
role so that the group may work effectively. Intervening to teach
collaborative skills means that the instructors must carefully monitor the
groups and intervene to teach collaborative skills when necessary. Explaining
desired behaviors means that each group member is asked to relate the
lesson with previous learnings, check to make sure everyone in the group
understands the material and agrees with the answers, encourage everyone to
participate and listen actively, and criticize ideas, not people.

APPENDIX E
FACULTY INTERVIEW GUIDE
MAYVILLE STATE UNIVERSITY

Name and Title:
Department:
Teaching Area:
1.

Number of classes this semester:

2.

Tell me about your teaching style.

3.

What is your philosophy of teaching?

4.

What kind of things have you done in cooperative learning in your classes
this semester?

5.

What are some of the ways that cooperative learning have helped your
students learn in your courses?

6.

List some changes that could be made that would assist you to teach
cooperative learning more effectively in your classes.

7.

How is this year different than last year in terms of teaching with
cooperative learning?

ti.

How has the cooperative learning program changed your teaching?

9,

How has the cooperative learning program changed how students learn?

10.

T e ll me about how grading practices may have changed because of
cooperative learning.

11.

T e ll me about other changes because of cooperative learning.

12.

What advice would you give to other teachers who might use cooperative
learning in the future?

13.

Other comments

Give the faculty member the SGID results.
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